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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Extension of the anti smoking legislation
Tobacco In Hong Kong - Clear the Air’s Suggestions to the Panel on Health Services
1)
Increase tobacco taxation to be at least 75% of retail pricing. For example in UK the tax per
pack ratio is 77% . Continue to raise taxes each year thereafter to conform with FCTC treaty
requirements. This is proven to prevent youth smoking , reduce adult smoking and healthcare
costs.
2)
Mandate plain packaging for cigarettes and other tobacco products sold in Hong Kong .
Please see the attached relevant university report.
3)
License all tobacco retailers. Amend privacy laws to allow licensed tobacco retailers to verify
the identity and age of youth buyers. Make it an offence to buy for and supply youth. All
tobacco sales retail outlets must not be allowed to display the product openly and must sell
from below the counter.
Withdraw licences of tobacco retailers caught selling to underage
youth and enforce punitive fines.
4)
Double the number of TCO inspectors to enhance the Fixed Penalty Scheme and continue to
grow this office.
5)
Enact laws to prevent smoking within (at least) 10 meters of building entrances, exits and
entrances to bars , restaurants and food establishments. Restaurant receipts here in 2008
show non smoking laws work – takings are up 30.8% on 2006 receipts.
6)
Enact laws to prevent smoking in OSA areas of restaurants , bars and food outlets. No
smoking to be allowed in any area of a food licensed premises or its seating / standing
areas.
7)
Prevent access to youth and schools by YSP supposed NGOs which are funded by tobacco
companies. Drug traffickers do not have a CSR vehicle to show what nice people they are ;
neither should these tobacco funded NGO’s be allowed to act as CSR fronts for Big
Tobacco.
8)
Stop the sales of duty free tobacco at seaport , Macau / Zhuhai etc ferry terminals and
airport.
Reduce the amount of duty free tobacco allowed to be imported to zero.
9)
Increase the number of cessation and treatment clinics available out of office hours in
accessible locations.
Have a yearly lottery for successful quitters to encourage them to
remain smoke free.
10)
Forbid infomercial stories in the media that announce tobacco related material or new
products such as the start of the Playboy cigar range shown this year in SCMP.
11)
Ban smoking in partially covered outdoor areas of the airport, seaport terminals and ferry
terminals within 30 meters of the entrances and exits.
Cross hatch the forbidden areas
and paint large 'No Smoking' signs on those areas.
(these areas are akin to the Central escalator which is open on both sides and at both ends)
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12)
Rebrand Hong Kong as 'Asia's World Non Smoking City'
13)
Ban smoking in vehicles where children under the age of 18 are present.
Enclosed vehicle cabs are highly toxic concentrated environments. Buses , taxis and
Government vehicles are already smokefree by law and it is time to consider banning
smoking in all moving vehicles. The UK Highway code acknowledges smoking or holding a lit
tobacco product whilst driving as prima facie careless driving, similar to holding a mobile
phone whilst driving that distracts the driver and smoking by drivers is proven to cause traffic
accidents.
USA example http://www.boe.ca.gov/sptaxprog/spctretailers.htm
Retailer License
California Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003
Who is required to obtain and maintain a Retailer's License?
In accordance with the California Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003
(Act), every retailer who sells or will sell cigarettes or tobacco products in California is
required to obtain a retailer's license from the Board of Equalization (Board) and renew it
annually. This licensing requirement is in addition to other permits and licenses that may be
required depending on your business operations. A retailer's license is required before you
begin making sales of cigarettes and tobacco products in California.
"Retailer" means a person who sells cigarettes or tobacco products directly to the public from
a California retail location, including vending machines.
What are the requirements to obtain and maintain a retailer's license?
Every retailer currently selling cigarettes or tobacco products must apply for and obtain a
cigarette and tobacco products retailer's license. All new applications must be submitted with
a one-time license fee of one hundred dollars ($100) for each retail location selling cigarettes
or tobacco products. Each retail location selling cigarettes or tobacco products must have a
separate license. A license is valid for a 12-month period, is not assignable or transferable,
and must be renewed annually. There is no additional cost for this renewal. However, if you
fail to renew your license timely and allow your license to expire, you will be required to pay a
reinstatement fee of $100.00 as a precondition for reinstatement. Please remember that you
may not sell cigarette and/or tobacco products without a valid Cigarette and Tobacco
Products Retail License.
Application for Retailer's License
What are my responsibilities as a holder of a retailer's license under this Act?
As a retailer of cigarettes or tobacco products you must:
Conspicuously display the license at each retail location in a manner visible to the public.
Keep complete and legible purchase invoices for cigarettes and tobacco products for four (4)
years.
Keep these invoices at the location indicated on your license for the first year after purchase.
Allow Board staff or law enforcement agencies to review your invoices upon request.
The law also adds recordkeeping requirements and other provisions related to your purchase
of cigarettes and tobacco products. Your cigarette and tobacco product purchase invoices
must meet also certain legal requirements.
Each invoice must include:
The wholesaler or distributor's name, address, telephone number, and their California
Cigarette and Tobacco Products Wholesaler or Distributor's license number. (It is not legal to
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buy cigarettes or tobacco products from a person who does not have a license.) The amount
of excise taxes due or paid. A distributor's invoice must indicate the amount of excise tax paid
to the Board.
However, a distributor that is also a retailer or manufacturer must include either one of the
following on each invoice for the sale of cigarettes or tobacco products:
A statement that reads: "All California cigarette and tobacco product taxes are included in the
total amount of this invoice."
The amount of excise taxes due to the Board by the distributor on the distribution of cigarettes
and tobacco products Your name, address, and your California Cigarette and Tobacco
Products Retailer's License number.
An itemized list of the cigarette and tobacco products you purchased.
The date cigarette and tobacco products are sold.
Will I need to apply for any other permits?
Depending on your business operations, you may be required to obtain more than just a
retailer's license. If you are a new retailer you may need to obtain a seller's permit from the
Board's Sales and Use Tax Department. Retailers operating as distributors or wholesalers
may also need to obtain cigarette/tobacco products distributor or wholesaler licenses under
the Act from the Excise Taxes Division. For more information, call the Excise Taxes Division
at 800-400-7115.
Penalties
You must maintain accurate and complete records, including purchase invoices. Failure to do
so is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000), or
imprisonment not to exceed one year in a county jail, or both.
As a retailer, it is not legal for you to purchase cigarettes from a manufacturer, importer,
distributor, wholesaler, or any other person who is not licensed pursuant to this Act, or whose
license has been suspended or revoked. Doing so could result in suspension or revocation of
your license, fines, and/or imprisonment. If a retailer purchases tobacco products from an
unlicensed person located out of state, the retailer then becomes responsible for the excise
tax and must register with the Board as a distributor (see information above regarding the
need to have more than one business license).
The Investigations Division of the Board may issue citations to a licensee that is not in
compliance with the provisions of the Act. Two types of citations may be issued: Civil
Citations and Criminal Citations. The Criminal Citation is a Notice to Appear in court. Both
types of citations are subject to civil penalties.
If a criminal citation is issued, it must first be processed through the court system. Depending
on the violation(s) cited, the court may impose fines, jail time or both. Once the criminal
process is complete, the Board will receive any citation that is upheld by the court. The Board
may impose additional civil penalties.
A civil appeal process is available to the licensee if additional penalties are imposed.
Additional information on the California Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act of
2003 - Citation Appeals Process is available at the following link:
http://www.boe.ca.gov/invest/citation.htm
For additional information on penalties for noncompliance and enforcement provisions under
this Act, visit the Investigations Division website or contact them by phone at 916-324-0105
Scotland
ASH Scotland welcomes proposals to license tobacco sales
19 November 2007 http://www.ashscotland.org.uk/ash/5575.html
ASH Scotland Chief Executive Maureen Moore OBE today [Monday 19 November] welcomed
the publication of Christine Grahame MSP's consultation document on licensing the sale of
tobacco, 'Smoking and the Bandits: tackling rogue traders and under-age tobacco sales'. Mrs
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Moore said out of the options in the document, a positive licensing scheme would be the best
way forward and called on the Scottish Government to bring this forward in their smoking
prevention action plan due next spring. Speaking after the launch of the consultation in the
Scottish Parliament, Mrs Moore said:
"ASH Scotland is delighted that Christine Grahame MSP is championing the issue of licensing
tobacco sales and we welcome today's consultation document on the subject. I congratulate
Christine for bringing this issue to the attention of Scotland and the Scottish Parliament.
"The sale of alcohol is licensed as a measure to protect public health and keep children from
harm. Whilst tobacco kills 13,500 Scots each year, and whilst evidence shows the younger
you start smoking, the more harm is done to your health and the harder it is to quit, it is
obvious tobacco is a major public health issue and should therefore also be subject to
licensing regulations.
"ASH Scotland is in favour of a positive tobacco licensing system. We believe a positive
scheme could be used as both an active deterrent and to penalise persistent offenders.
Retailers who consistently sell cigarettes to anyone under age could face having their licence
suspended and ultimately revoked for repeated violation. A positive licensing scheme along
with fixed penalty fines would also be cheaper and quicker than the current costly court
system which led to only seventeen court prosecutions between 2001 and 2007.
"If a positive scheme was introduced, each local authority would have a register of all tobacco
retailers which means prevention, awareness and enforcement work could be carried out a lot
more easily. Positive licensing would also mean retailers such as mobile shops or premises
with vending machines would need a licence creating a level playing field between all
retailers. In addition, when applying for a licence, all those who sell tobacco would be made
aware that, like all age-restricted goods, tobacco must be sold responsibly and within the law.
"The Scottish Government is due to publish a new smoking prevention action plan next
spring. Public Health Minister Shona Robison should carefully read Christine Grahame's
consultation document, the support it has, and the responses it receives and use her smoking
prevention plan as an opportunity to introduce a positive licensing scheme.
"Teenage smoking remains an issue for Scotland with 18% of 15 year old girls and 12% of 15
year old boys being regular smokers. That along with the fact 82% of those smokers buy their
cigarettes from shops shows that enforcement of the age restriction laws are much needed.
The minimum purchase age for tobacco has risen from 16 to 18, which is a move forward, but
unless our local authority enforcement officers have the tools to effectively tackle retailers
who flout the law, it will be a wasted measure. Licensing tobacco sales would provide the
effective enforcement Scotland needs."
Kind regards,

James Middleton
Chairman anti tobacco committee
www.cleartheair.org.hk
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A

B S T R AC T

The global Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) requires nations to
ban all tobacco advertising and promotion. In the face of these restrictions, tobacco
packaging has become the key promotional vehicle for the tobacco industry to
interest smokers and potential smokers in tobacco products.
This paper reviews available research into the likely impact of mandatory plain
packaging and internal tobacco industry statements about the importance of packs
as promotional vehicles. It critiques legal objections raised by the industry about
plain packaging violating laws and international trade agreements, showing these to
be without foundation. Plain packaging of all tobacco products would remove a key
remaining means for the industry to promote its products to billions of the world’s
smokers and future smokers. Governments have appropriated large surface areas of
tobacco packs for health warnings without legal impediment or need to compensate
tobacco companies. Requiring plain packaging is consistent with the intention to
ban all tobacco promotions. There is no impediment in the FCTC to interpreting
tobacco advertising and promotion to include tobacco packs.
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“In our opinion, [after taxation] the other two

regulatory environment changes that concern the
industry the most are homogenous packaging and
below-the-counter sales. Both would significantly
restrict the industry’s ability to promote their
products.” Morgan Stanley Research (2007)[1]
Introduction
The global Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) is the most significant
development in international tobacco control in the past 40 years.[2] The FCTC defines tobacco
advertising and promotion as “any form of commercial communication, recommendation or
action with the aim, effect or likely effect of promoting a tobacco product or tobacco use either
directly or indirectly” and requires that each country shall “undertake a comprehensive ban on
all tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship”[3] In 1995, Cunningham and Kyle[4] argued
for the plain, “generic” packaging of tobacco products, stressing that the pack was a key
promotional vehicle and as such should be subject to the same controls that apply to all forms of
tobacco advertising. While there have since been further major advances in banning tobacco
advertising and promotions, no nation has yet required plain packaging. With global
acceleration in tobacco advertising and sponsorship bans, the pack assumes unprecedented
importance as a promotional vehicle for reaching potential and current smokers[5] [6-12]. British
American Tobacco and Philip Morris have predicted that in the future, pack design alone will
drive brand imagery.[13]
Governments have appropriated extensive areas of tobacco packs for mandatory health warnings,
including 14 nations (at July 2007) which require pictorial warnings.[14] The largest
appropriations are in Australia and New Zealand where warnings cover 30% of the front and
90% of the back of packs. No nation has compensated any company for the loss of brand
identity in this process. As will be discussed, these major incursions onto pack design, often
alleged by the industry to be inviolable commercial property, show that governments can
override commercial concerns in the public interest when it comes to packaging.
This paper reviews evidence from internal tobacco industry documents and trade publications,
and a relatively small public health research literature about the likely impact of plain packaging;
recent industry statements about packs as vehicles for tobacco promotion, and its efforts to
counteract nascent momentum toward plain packaging.

Background
Packaging differentiates brands, being particularly important in homogenous consumer goods
categories like cigarettes.[15] Marketing literature routinely highlights the critical role played by
pack design in the overall marketing mix, emphasising that the “product package is the
communication life-blood of the firm”, the “silent salesman” that reaches out to customers[16]
and that packaging “act[s] as a promotional tool in its own right.”[17] Cigarette packaging
conveys brand identity through brand logos, colours, fonts, pictures, packaging materials and
shapes. The world’s most popular cigarette brand, Marlboro,[5] can readily be identified through
its iconic red chevron. The Marlboro brand is estimated to be worth $US27 billion, making it
the tenth most valuable (all product) brand in the world.[18]
The case for the plain packaging of tobacco products
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Unique among industries, the tobacco industry has always claimed that it has no interest in
attracting new customers (ie. non-smokers) but is interested only in stimulating brand-switching
among current smokers and in maintaining brand loyalty in current customers. Notwithstanding
the commercial absurdity of any industry professing disinterest in attracting new recruits, this
position has been comprehensively undermined by a multitude of revelations from industry
documents acknowledging the vital importance of attracting new smokers (predominantly
youth).[19-26] It is therefore taken as read that in designing tobacco packs to appeal to potential
purchasers, tobacco companies count among these, those already smoking their brand, those
smoking competitors’ brands and those not yet smoking but who might be persuaded to start.
Several nations (Norway, Iceland, Ireland, Thailand and regions of Canada) have banned the
open display of tobacco products in retail locations, reasoning that “Power walls and counter top
displays are highly visible and eye-catching. They present an unavoidable and unfortunate spill
of promotional imagery and product reminders to vulnerable consumers including young
people, former smokers … and smokers of all ages who are trying to quit.”[27] Bans on retail
display of tobacco will likely further increase industry investment in innovative pack design,
with the pack functioning as a portable advertisement. Packs can not only communicate the
“personality” of a brand to smokers, but smokers can project these characteristics by handling
and displaying the package throughout their daily routines.[6] Just as designer clothing,
accessories and cars serve as social cues to style, status, values and character so too can cigarette
packs signify a range of attributes about users. As “badge products” cigarettes can reinforce the
characteristics conjured by brand image.[6, 28-31]
Features of plain packaging
Plain packaging would require the removal of all colours, brand imagery, corporate logos and
trademarks, permitting manufacturers to only print the brand name in a mandated size, font
and place, in addition to required health warnings and other legally mandated product
information such as toxic constituents, tax-paid seals, or package contents (Figure 1).[4] A
standard cardboard texture would be mandatory and the size and shape of the package and
cellophane wrappers would also be regulated to prevent novelty pack shape varieties and covers
replacing on-pack imagery. Plain packaging would encompass pack interiors and the cigarette
itself, given the potential for manufacturers to use colours, bandings and markings and different
length and gauges to make cigarettes more “interesting” and appealing (Figure 2). Any use of
perfuming, incorporation of audio chips or affixing of “onserts” would be banned. Plain
packaging would thus standardise the appearance of all cigarette packages and cigarettes, greatly
reducing the status signalling roles and appeal of cigarettes.
Figure 1 An example of cigarettes in proposed plain packaging

Source: Garfield Mahood, Non-Smokers’ Rights
Association, Canada
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Figure 2 A cigarette printed with the colours of the Dutch soccer team

Photo: Raf de Ryck (private collection).

Methods
Medline (1966 – November 2006) and Business Source Premier (1922 – November 2006) were
searched. With Medline, all articles with the keyword “smoking” and the wildcards packag$,
plain packag$, generic packag$ were located, yielding 241 articles. With the BSP search, the
wildcards smoking and packag*, plain packag* and generic packag* were combined, yielding 167
articles. A Google search for grey literature including government documents, research reports,
and non-governmental organisation papers was completed. Search terms with “tobacco”
included: plain packaging, generic packaging, plain pack, and generic pack. The first 30 items
returned for each search were examined. Tobacco document archives at:
http://bat.library.ucsf.edu/index.html and http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/ were searched using the
exact phrase terms plain pack, plain package, plain packaging, generic pack, generic package,
and generic packaging. Combined results from both archives yielded 1,298 documents. A hand
search of the industry trade publication, World Tobacco, was also conducted.

Results
History of advocacy for plain packaging
In 1989, the New Zealand Department of Health’s Toxic Substances Board first recommended
that cigarettes be sold only in white packs with simple black text and no colours or logos.[32]
During the 1989 industry legal challenge to Canadian legislation banning tobacco advertising,
industry testimony stimulated tobacco control groups to call for plain cigarette packs. Imperial
Tobacco Ltd’s vice president of marketing agreed that packaging was vital in marketing: “it’s very
difficult for people to discriminate blind-tested. Put it in a package and put a name on it, then it
has a lot of product characteristics.”[33] This corroborated an earlier comment from a BAT official
that “one of every two smokers is not able to distinguish in blind (masked) tests between similar
cigarettes …for most smokers and the decisive group of new, younger smokers, the consumer’s
choice is dictated more by psychological, image factors than by relatively minor differences in
smoking characteristics.”[34] In Australia in 1992 the Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer
recommended that “regulations be extended to cover the colours, design and wording of the
entire exterior of the pack”.[35]
Plain packaging was examined by the Canadian government’s Standing Committee on Health in
1994.[4] Referring to lack of evidence that plain packing would reduce tobacco consumption,
the Committee recommended that legislation be implemented pending the outcome of
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government sponsored research on the likely effectiveness of plain packs.[36, 37] Subsequent
changes in health ministers and intense tobacco industry lobbying saw the legislation fall from
the government’s policy agenda.[38]
Experimental studies of plain packaging
As plain packs have never been legislated, evidence about their possible impact necessarily
derives from experimental studies where subjects have been presented with mock-up plain and
branded packs and their associations and preferences explored. A 1995 Canadian report, When
Packages Can't Speak: Possible Impacts of Plain and Generic Packaging of Tobacco Products,
containing several such studies, remains the most comprehensive review of the likely effects of
plain packaging.[39] Such studies have shown consistently that compared to branded packs, plain
packs are perceived as “dull and boring”, cheap looking and reduce the flair and appeal
associated with smoking.[40-45] Teens are much less likely to associate specific brands with specific
types of people when packs are plain.[44] Students have enhanced ability to recall health warnings
on plain packs, suggesting that imagery can distract from health warnings.[41, 45] Health warnings
on plain packs were seen as being more serious than the same warnings on branded packs,
suggesting that brand imagery diffuses the impact of health warnings.[43]
The Canadian report concluded: “Plain and generic packaging of tobacco products (all other
things being equal), through its impact on image formation and retention, recall and
recognition, knowledge, and consumer attitudes and perceived utilities, would likely depress the
incidence of smoking uptake by non-smoking teens, and increase the incidence of smoking
cessation by teens and adult smokers.”[44]
Cigarette packaging as a key site for marketing
The tobacco industry trade magazine, World Tobacco, contains numerous examples of appeals to
manufacturers to utilise packaging as an advertising vehicle.[9-11, 46-48] Manufacturers were advised
“if your brand can no longer shout from billboards, let alone from the cinema screen or the
pages of a glossy magazine…it can at least court smokers from the retailer's shelf, or from
wherever it is placed by those already wed to it.”[7]
Industry documents confirm that companies invest significant research effort into pack design in
order to communicate particular messages to specific demographic groups, chiefly young
people.[6] [13] Philip Morris saw opportunities in packaging innovation among young people as
they “are ready for change” and “once exposed to innovative [packaging] especially young adults
see their current packaging as dated and boring.”[49] Packs aimed at younger women should be
“slick, sleek, flashy, glittery, shiny, silky, bold.”[49]
Packaging designers remain optimistic about opportunities to increase the appeal of cigarette
packs despite intrusive health warnings: “With the uptake of printed inner frame cards what we
will increasingly see is the pack being viewed as a total opportunity for communications – from
printed outer film and tear tape through to the inner frame and inner bundle. Each pack
component will provide an integrated function as part of a carefully planned brand or
information communications campaign.”[50] One packaging firm urged tobacco companies to
skirt “Draconian legislation” by using pack over-wrapping to create an in-store advertisement.
“Where cigarette advertising is banned by law … the retailer can ‘quite coincidentally’ stack up a
kind of billboard using the products at the point of sale if, for example, the cigarette cartons of a
particular brand bear different parts of an overall design, which complete a puzzle or a caption
when stacked up.”[9]
Advances in printing technology have enabled printing of on-pack imagery on the inner frame
card,[50] outer film and tear tape,[9] and the incorporation of holograms, collectable art, metallic
finishes,[51] multi-fold stickers,[10] photographs and images in pack design.[52-54] In the early 1900s,
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collectable cigarette cards were a major form of in-pack promotion.[55] A contemporary return to
the package as the primary source of advertising is apparent in the following examples.

AU

S T R A L I A

Australia is a quintessential “dark market” where all tobacco advertising is banned.[56] Subtle
changes to cigarette packs and trademarks were observed on both Benson & Hedges and
Winfield cigarette packs during 2000-2002[57] When researchers called the company to inquire
about the changes, an employee said they were “playing with the logo because we can’t do any
advertising anymore.”[57]
Figure 3 Split package of Dunhill cigarettes

British American Tobacco
Australia [BATA] introduced split
Dunhill packs in October 2006
(Figure 3).[58] The pack could be
split along a perforated line to
create two mini packs, easily
shared between two smokers
perhaps unable to afford a full
pack. Once split, one of the two
packs did not bear the mandatory
graphic health warning. BATA
was forced to remove the packets
from the market when they were
found them to be in breach of
tobacco product labelling laws. [59]

Source: Quit Victoria.

C

A N A D A

Figure 4 Octagonal packs for the du Maurier brand

In June 2005, Imperial Tobacco
Canada introduced octagonal packs
for the du Maurier brand,
presenting an eye-catching package
but also obscuring the health
warning by wrapping it around the
angled pack sides (Figure 4).[60]
Imperial’s Vice President of
Marketing received an international
industry award for the innovative
design, “considered an outstanding
example of the capacity of product
packaging to influence the end
user.” [61]

Source: http://tobaccocontrol.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/15/3/150-a
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E A L A N D

August 2006, British American Tobacco New Zealand packaged their Benson & Hedges brand
in collectable tins, priced identically to those sold in cardboard packs. The required government
issued health warning was affixed to the tin with an easily removed sticker.[62]

KO

Figure 5 KT&G packaging for the Raison D’etre brand

R E A

In December 2006, KT&G, Korea’s
largest tobacco manufacturer,
released new packaging for the
Raison D’etre brand. The pack
featured a “variety of colourful
designs, including graffiti, Indie
band, B-boy and X-sports” (Figure
5).[63] The one month limited pack
release sought to create a sense of
product scarcity, a common
marketing tactic to enhance product
desirability.[64]
Source: http://www.kois.go.kr/news/news/newsView.asp?serial_no=20061213034&part=104&SearchDay=&page=1

T

H A I L A N D

Launched in December 2004 by the Thailand Tobacco Monopoly, Chopper (as in Harley
Davidson motorcycles) was described as “one of the most complex and in-depth package design
undertakings.” [65] The name and motorcycle imagery reflects the popularity of motorcycles in
Thailand.

USA
In February 2007, R.J. Reynolds launched a new Camel cigarette aimed at women. Camel No 9
is packaged in black and pink or teal (menthol variety) designed to conjure images of
sophistication, as in being “dressed to the nines” (Figure 6).[66] Women’s internet sites featured
positive commentary about the new packaging:
Figure 6 R.J. Reynolds
Camel No 9 cigarette aimed
at women

“…with me being female and all, I have to say that the
box and the pink foil inside are appealing, as is the actual
look of the cigarette itself.”[67]
“...yeah my husband bought them for me last night, because
I was so turned on by the black and pink package.”[67]
“I don't smoke at all, but I keep seeing this [sic] ads for
Camel No. 9. The packaging alone makes me want to try
them. It just looks damn good and doesn't follow that style
that seemingly every other carton out there does.”[68]
It is not possible to determine if these comments were posted
by real women, public relations people, or by R.J. Reynolds
employees.

Source:
http://www.trinketsandtrash.org/no9/no9.htm
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Subverting bans on light and mild descriptors
In nations where the deceptive descriptors “light” and “mild” have been banned, manufacturers
have used packaging innovations to subvert the intent of those bans[69] where different colour
gradations and intensities are used to perpetuate smokers’ understanding that a brand is allegedly
lower or higher yielding.[14] For example, a popular Philip Morris brand in Australia, Peter
Jacksons substituted colour coding including red for full strength, blue and gold for milder
variants and grey for light. Derby Cigarettes in Brazil also substituted red for full strength
cigarettes, blue for mild and silver for light .[70]
Figure 7 Australia: cigarette manufacturers substituted red for full strength cigarettes, blue and
gold for milder and grey for light.

Photo:
ASH Australia
collection

Tobacco industry response to plain packaging proposals
The industry denies that packs are a form of advertising. For example, the Tobacco Institute of
New Zealand argued “package stimuli, including the use of trade mark, are of no interest to
people not already within the market for that specific product”.[71] However, there is abundant
evidence that privately, industry thinks differently about the promotional potential of packs.
For example, in 1995 a Brown and Williamson employee stated “… if you smoke, a cigarette
pack is one of the few things you use regularly that makes a statement about you. A cigarette
pack is the only thing you take out of your pocket 20 times a day and lay out for everyone to
see. That's a lot different than buying your soap powder in generic packaging.”[72]
Revealing insights into the importance the industry places on packs arise from the international
scale of its efforts to undermine plain packaging proposals.[73] In 1993 a “plain packs group” was
formed representing British American Tobacco Co. Ltd, RJR Tobacco International, Gallaher,
Reemtsma, Rothmans Benson & Hedges, Imperial, Rothmans International Services, and Philip
Morris International.[74] The industry was adamant it did not “want to see plain packaging
introduced anywhere regardless of the size and importance of the market.”[75]
Agreed key public messages were developed to support the primary position that there was no
evidence that plain packaging would reduce the uptake of smoking by youth.[76] Moreover, it was
suggested that plain packaging would actually increase uptake as companies would be forced to
compete on price alone, causing cigarettes to be more affordable for young people.[77] While seeking
to frame its public concerns around fears that children might take-up smoking, the industry would
have experienced a commercial windfall had plain packs in fact stimulated increased uptake.
All research undertaken on the possible effects of plain packs was dismissed as not showing what
people would do in the face of plain packaging but only showing what people think they would
do.[78, 79] Claims that plain packs increased knowledge of health warnings were dismissed because
there “is no evidence to indicate that knowledge of warnings is related to smoking behavior”. [71]
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The availability of low budget generic brand cigarettes in the United States was cited as evidence
that plain packaging would be ineffective in reducing demand: the market for these low budget,
brandless generics being argued as demonstrating that smokers would still smoke such
products.[73] However, sales of these products are marginal and their appeal is confounded by
their low price. There is no evidence that plain packages are more appealing to smokers.[80]
Should a price decrease accompany the introduction of universal plain packaging, a concurrent
tax increase could counter that effect.
Slippery slope arguments
The industry has recruited allies from the
packaging sector who have argued that there
would be crippling job losses among printers
and packaging suppliers should generics be
mandated.[36] They also argue that plain
packaging would set a dangerous precedent for
other products, such as those containing high
amounts sugar, chocolate, fat or additives,[32]
epitomised in a brochure, The Plain facts about
Plain Packs, produced by the New Zealand
Tobacco Institute. A jar of Kraft Vegemite (a
popular yeast extract product) was shown with
all branding imagery removed, being simply
labeled “Savory Spread” (Figure 8). This
construction was patently misleading as plain
packaging proposals do not ban the use of
brand names, only associated brand imagery.
Industry efforts to recruit supporters from the
other commercial sectors such as
pharmaceuticals and beverages appear to have
proved fruitless.[73, 81, 82]

Figure 8 Tobacco industry slippery slope
arguments against plain packaging

Source:
http://bat.library.ucsf.edu/data/m/s/q/msq47a99/msq47a99.pdf

Industry consultant John Luik was commissioned by the plain packs group to produce a book
on plain packaging, published in 1998.[83][84] The majority of the content was written and either
signed off by, or under the review of, industry law firm Shook Hardy and Bacon (SHB).[85, 86]
Funding from six tobacco manufacturers was declared but it is claimed that “the views in this
book are solely those of the contributing authors”[87] who were all selected by the plain pack
group,[88] with all chapters vetted through SHB.
Five opening chapters position available research on plain packaging as fraught with
methodological problems and inconclusive findings. It was argued that plain packaging would
serve to increase the attractiveness of smoking among youth as it would be seen as “more risky
and anti-authoritarian.” The remainder of the book repeats arguments summarised above that
branding is entirely about capturing market share and assisting smokers to identify the right
product for their personality. The book also argues that plain packaging would violate trade
treaties and freedom of expression.
Legal objections to plain packaging: trademark law and international trade law
The tobacco industry is heavily reliant upon trademark protection in order to communicate to
consumers, and exclude rivals and competitors from the marketplace.* It argues that plain
packaging regulations would violate minimum obligations for the protection of intellectual
* For example Philip Morris has 159 trade marks listed on the United States trade mark register related to tobacco. British American
Tobacco Investments, 113; Imperial Tobacco, 129.
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property rights under of international trade agreements[76, 89, 90] [91] such as the Trade-Related Aspects
of International Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement 1994 [TRIPS], the North American Free Trade
Agreement 1994 [NAFTA], and the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
1883.[36, 92] Further, the industry argues that because trademarks can only be registered if they are
used, they would lose the trademark protection afforded to their logos and symbols. Industry
lawyers insisted that plain packaging would curtail, or even annul, tobacco companies’ most
valuable assets – trademarks.
However, there is some internal acknowledgement that these “current conventions and treaties
afford little protection”[77] and that there is “little joy”[82] in GATTS/TRIPS. Public health
advocates have maintained that nation states should be able to take advantage of flexibilities
within international trade agreements to protect public health, maintaining that plain packaging
regulations are consistent and compliant with the obligations of such multilateral and regional
trade agreements.
TRIPS
TRIPS lays down minimum standards for the protection of intellectual property rights –
including trademarks, patent law and copyright law. In the industry funded plain pack book,
Julius Katz and Richard Dearden, assert that a measure requiring plain packaging would violate
a number of measures contained in the TRIPS.[93] They maintain that plain packaging of tobacco
products offends Article 20 of TRIPS, which provides that use of a trademark in the course of
trade is not to be unjustifiably encumbered by special requirements such as its use in a manner
detrimental to its capability to distinguish the goods or services of one undertaking from those
of other undertakings. Somewhat tendentiously, they argue that plain packaging would
“undermine the very purposes underlying trademark protection and the reason why trademarks
are given protection under the Agreement.”[93]
The logic of this argument is questionable. Trademark law does not merely serve the limited
purpose of protecting private property rights; it ultimately supports the broader public interest
in providing accurate information to consumers. In this light, plain packaging of tobacco seems
an eminently reasonable and justifiable measure, entirely consistent with the goal of promoting
consumer welfare. International trade law expert Nuno Pires de Carvalho observes that Article
20 of TRIPS presents no obstacle to special requirements for tobacco trademarks because such
measures are justifiable “in order to reduce the good-will associated to those marks and thus
limit their power to induce consumption.”[94]
Article 8 (1) of TRIPS acknowledges that “members may, in formulating or amending their
laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to
promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and
technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of
this Agreement.” Article 17 recognises that “members may provide limited exceptions to the
rights conferred by a trademark, such as fair use of descriptive terms, provided that such
exceptions take account of the legitimate interests of the owner of the trademark and of third
parties.” It has long been recognised that member states may take advantage of flexibilities
within TRIPS – such as limitations, exceptions, compulsory licensing, and state use – to address
public health concerns. The Doha Declaration on Public Health and TRIPS 2001 and the WTO
General Council Decision 2003 provide support for such measures in the context of access to
essential medicines. The same would be true of tobacco regulation.
Katz and Dearden also contend that plain packaging would offend the obligation of members to
comply with certain provisions of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
1883. They note that Article 1 (3) suggests that broad protection should be provided to all
forms of industrial property, including tobacco.[93] The authors maintain that trademark
protection can only be invalidated in limited circumstances. However, such a position is based
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on the false assumption that trademark owners have a right to registration. As Kingston
observes, trademark protection “is a privilege, it can be withdrawn in any case where the result
that it is intended to bring about has not been achieved or cannot be.”[95]
NAFTA Philip Morris International objected to regulations proposed by the Canadian
Government, which prohibited the display of “light and mild” descriptors on tobacco packaging.
The company submitted that a ban on descriptive terms in trademarks would violate NAFTA:
“The ban would be tantamount to an expropriation of tobacco trademarks containing
descriptive terms as well as of the substantial investment in and goodwill associated with those
marks and the brands they represent.”[96]
Additionally, the company protested that such a ban would violate Article 20 of TRIPS 1994:
“The proposed ban unquestionably would constitute a ‘special requirement’ that would
encumber the use and function of valuable, well known trademarks.”[96] In response, J.G. Castel,
a Professor of International Trade Law, observed that the threats of Philip Morris International
were unfounded as “plain packaging is not concerned with encumbering the use of trademarks
but with the sale of cigarettes as a product that is potentially harmful to the public.” He
commented: “It has to do with the packaging of goods and with the standards to be applied by
manufacturers of tobacco products. The fact that most products sold today carry a trademark to
identify them and distinguish them from competing products is a side issue. Therefore,
considered as a measure related to the sale of goods, plain packaging falls within the provisions
of the GATT, the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, the Agreement on Trade Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) and NAFTA applicable to trade in goods, which
contain numerous provisions that recognise the health exception. Even if one considers the issue
of trademarks in isolation, there is enough in the NAFTA chapter on intellectual property and
in TRIPS to allow for a health exception.”[97]
Castel observed: “It would be unheard of and contrary to international practice if Canada could
not take necessary health measures to project its population without having to pay enormous
sums of money to the American tobacco industry.’ He concluded: ‘The bottom line is whether
plain-packaging legislation is necessary for the protection of the life and health of Canadians and
has that effect.”[97]
Accordingly, the Government of Canada was not persuaded by the arguments of Philip Morris
International, finding threats of trade action to be hollow. When such legal arguments were
presented at the Canadian government hearings on plain packaging they did little to sway the
panel from recommending further action.[36] [98]
European Union Directive on the Manufacture, Presentation and Sale of Tobacco Products
In the European Union, there have been similar public debates about the interaction between
trademark law, plain packaging, and international trade agreements.
In the 2002 case of R. (on the application of British American Tobacco (Investments) Ltd) v
Secretary of State for Health, the European Court of Justice considered the validity of the
European Parliament and Council Directive 2001/37 concerning the manufacture, presentation
and sale of tobacco products.[99] The directive imposed strict requirements on the composition
and designation of cigarettes – including the need for severe health warnings on packets, and the
prohibition of “descriptors”, such as “light and mild”. British American Tobacco (Investments)
Ltd and Imperial Tobacco Ltd – supported by Japan Tobacco Inc. and JT International SA –
brought legal proceedings before the High Court in the United Kingdom challenging the
intention of the United Kingdom Government to transpose the directive into national law. The
High Court requested the European Court of Justice to determine the directive was invalid in
whole or in part by reason of infringement of Article 295 EC, the fundamental right to
property, or Article 20 of the TRIPs Agreement 1994.
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Tobacco companies claimed that the large size of the health warnings required by Article 5 of
the Directive constituted a serious infringement of their intellectual property rights. The
companies submitted that the warnings would dominate the overall appearance of tobacco
product packaging, and so curtail or even prevent the use of their trade marks by the
manufacturers of those products. The tobacco companies also argued that the absolute
prohibition on using the descriptive terms – such as “light and mild” would deprive them of a
number of their trade marks because they will no longer be permitted to use them.
The European Court of Justice denied that the Directive violated the fundamental right of
property, emphasising that “as regards the validity of the Directive in respect of the right to
property, the Court has consistently held that, while that right forms part of the general
principles of Community law, it is not an absolute right and must be viewed in relation to its
social function.”[99] It further noted that “its exercise may be restricted, provided that those
restrictions in fact correspond to objectives of general interest pursued by the Community and
do not constitute a disproportionate and intolerable interference, impairing the very substance
of the rights guaranteed.” The decision of the European Court of Justice provides support for
the position that plain packaging regimes are compatible with property and intellectual
property rights.

Discussion
While the research body on the effects of plain packaging is small and necessarily experimental,
industry candor in internal documents and trade literature shows that tobacco product
packaging is seen by the industry to be a persuasive form of advertising. Plain packaging
legislation remains an important but curiously under-explored part of comprehensive tobacco
control legislation designed to eliminate all forms of tobacco advertising and promotion. Given
the near universal appropriation by governments of sometimes substantial parts of tobacco
packaging for health warnings, and the failure of any company to ever succeed in finally resisting
this appropriation or in being compensated for any loss of trade predicted by the industry, the
failure of international tobacco control to advance plain packaging is all the more remarkable.
The absence of explicit reference to packs as a key form of tobacco promotion in the FCTC is
an unfortunate omission, although there is nothing in the current wording of the Convention
that could be interpreted to exclude packs as being fully embraced by the provisions on
advertising and promotion.
While the industry promotes an unattainably high standard of proof for research showing that
plain packaging would reduce smoking, they do not hold this same high standard with their
own position that packaging only effects market share and only serves to encourage brand
switching among adults. Claims that brand imagery merely facilitates product differentiation for
current smokers at point-of-sale are disingenuous. Ninety percent of Australian adult smokers
say that they never decide on their brand at point-of-sale, with only 1% saying that they always
decide in the shop.[100] This is consistent with internal industry market analysis which highlights
“both gross and net [brand] switching continue to decline indicating stability in the market” and
the industry’s continuing monitoring of the volume of new smokers commencing smoking with
different brands.[101]
The body of plain pack research shows consistently that pack brand imagery distracts from and
therefore reduces the impact of health warnings. A recent multi-country tobacco survey
examining the effectiveness of warnings showed that smokers in Canada, who were at the time
of the study exposed to large picture-based warnings, were significantly more likely to report
thinking about the health risks of smoking, to stop from having a cigarette, and to think about
quitting because of the health warnings.[102] The same study also showed that the larger and more
prominent a health warning, the more likely it is to be recalled. Plain packaging would enable
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the warning size to be further increased and allow for additional information elaborating on
warnings and about smoking cessation to be printed on packs. The tobacco industry has
attempted to complicate the issue by suggesting that tobacco control agencies are unclear about
what plain packaging would require. Arguments are baseless that a “laundry list” of items has
been suggested by “packaging non-professionals” thereby making it impossible to agree on a
feasible design.[103]
The Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement (TBT) could be invoked to suggest that “plain
packaging is not the least trade restrictive alternative to reduce tobacco related problems.”[104]
TBT have yet to be involved in any tobacco-related controversy, and implementation of plain
packaging could result in a test case. Other international trade treaties such as GATT contain
exceptions for health related issues, which have been successfully defended.[105] There is a strong
case to exclude tobacco from all trade agreements and to empower the FCTC to assume priority
over trade agreements.
Although we are aware of no precedents of laws requiring plain packaging for any other
commercial goods, in many nations a voluntary de facto system of generic packaging exists for
pharmaceuticals which require prescriptions. Such drugs – designed to promote and restore
health – are packaged in essentially plain packs, with no attention-getting features incorporated
in packaging to entice either users or the mediating doctors who are required to prescribe such
drugs. Prescription-only drugs and many other non-prescription, but “under-the-counter” drugs
where a sale is required to be handled by a registered pharmacist do not see their manufacturers
seeking to imbue such products with qualities of “brand identity” or “personality” via packaging
and other devices. The potential for abuse of such products (for example psychotropic and
analgesic drugs) is such that nearly every society requires their advertising to be restricted to only
prescribing doctors, that they not be displayed openly in pharmacies and that customers be
counseled on their correct use and contraindications. Cigarettes, which cause the death of 50%
of their long term users, are sold in very different circumstances: in nearly all nations, there are
no restrictions on where they may be sold, ineffective policing of their supply to minors, and
other than accommodating prescribed warnings, no restrictions on packaging. This paradox,
whereby life-saving drugs are heavily regulated and life-harming drugs like nicotine sold in
tobacco products are subject to few restrictions, requires radical change. Plain packaging would
be an important step in that direction.
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Clear the Air letter to:
Legco Panel on Health Services
Dr York Chow Secretary for Food and Health
fhbenq@fhb.gov.hk gmleung@fhb.gov.hk
Tobacco Control Office - Dr Ronald Lam
tobaccocontrol@dh.gov.hk
Director of Health Dr PY Lam
enquiries@dh.gov.hk
Food and Health Bureau – Dept of Health olivianip@fhb.gov.hk sandralee@fhb.gov.hk
Hon Cheng Kar Foo
The Financial Secretary
th

20 December 2008
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Extension of the anti smoking legislation
Tobacco In Hong Kong - Clear the Air’s Suggestions to the Panel on Health Services

1) STATUS: NOT DONE
Increase tobacco taxation to be at least 75% of retail pricing. For example in UK
the tax per pack ratio is 77% . Continue to raise taxes each year thereafter to
conform with FCTC treaty requirements. This is proven to prevent youth smoking ,
reduce adult smoking and healthcare costs.
2) STATUS: NOT DONE
Mandate plain packaging for cigarettes and other tobacco products sold in Hong
Kong . Please see the attached relevant university report.
3) STATUS: NOT DONE
License all tobacco retailers. Amend privacy laws to allow licensed tobacco
retailers to verify the identity and age of youth buyers. Make it an offence to buy
for and supply youth. All tobacco sales retail outlets must not be allowed to
display the product openly and must sell from below the counter.
Withdraw
licences of tobacco retailers caught selling to underage youth and enforce punitive
fines.
4) STATUS: NOT DONE
Double the number of TCO inspectors to enhance the Fixed Penalty Scheme and
continue to grow this office.
5) STATUS: NOT DONE
Enact laws to prevent smoking within (at least) 10 meters of building entrances,
exits and entrances to bars , restaurants and food establishments. Restaurant
receipts here in 2008 show non smoking laws work – takings are up 30.8% on
2006 receipts.
6) STATUS : NOT DONE
Enact laws to prevent smoking in OSA areas of restaurants , bars and food outlets.
No smoking to be allowed in any area of a food licensed premises or its seating /
standing areas.
7) STATUS: NOT DONE
Prevent access to youth and schools by YSP supposed NGOs which are funded
by tobacco companies. Drug traffickers do not have a CSR vehicle to show what
1

nice people they are ; neither should these tobacco funded NGO’s be allowed to
act as CSR fronts for Big Tobacco.
8) PARTIAL – 19 STICKS
Stop the sales of duty free tobacco at seaport , Macau / Zhuhai etc ferry terminals
and airport.
Reduce the amount of duty free tobacco allowed to be imported
to zero.
9) PARTIAL – STILL INSUFFICIENT LOCATIONS AND RESOURCES
Increase the number of cessation and treatment clinics available out of office
hours in accessible locations.
Have a yearly lottery for successful quitters to
encourage them to remain smoke free. NOT DONE
10) STATUS: NOT DONE
Forbid infomercial stories in the media that announce tobacco related material or
new products such as the start of the Playboy cigar range shown this year in
SCMP. Also infomercial films ‘Love in a Puff’ specifically made to circumvent
advertising laws.
11) STATUS: NOT DONE
Ban smoking in partially covered outdoor areas of the airport, seaport terminals
and ferry terminals within 30 meters of the entrances and exits.
Cross hatch
the forbidden areas and paint large 'No Smoking' signs on those areas. (these
areas are akin to the Central escalator which is open on both sides and at both
ends)
12) STATUS: NOT DONE
Rebrand Hong Kong as 'Asia's World Non Smoking City'

13) STATUS: NOT DONE
Ban smoking in vehicles where children under the age of 18 are present.
Enclosed vehicle cabs are highly toxic concentrated environments. Buses , taxis
and Government vehicles are already smokefree by law and it is time to consider
banning smoking in all moving vehicles. The UK Highway code acknowledges
smoking or holding a lit tobacco product whilst driving as prima facie careless
driving, similar to holding a mobile phone whilst driving that distracts the driver and
smoking by drivers is proven to cause traffic accidents.
(requests as at 2008)
14) NEW ADDITIONS
31. Parties should put in place enforcement mechanisms or, to the extent possible, use
existing enforcement mechanisms to meet their obligations under Article 5.3 of the
Convention and these guidelines.
http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/article_5_3.pdf
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WHO needs to reinforce the message to Governments which ratified the FCTC.
Obey all not just parts or quit the treaty. There is no place for recalcitrant
Government oafs to ignore the terms of major treaties like this one. If that is not
‘the WHO way’ then it is time to change.
Ratification means a legal agreement to be bound by all terms of the treaty.
http://www.unicef.org/crc/files/Definitions.pdf
Ratify/Ratification: „Ratification‟ is an act by which a State signifies an agreement to be legally
bound by the terms of a particular treaty. To ratify a treaty, the State first signs it and then
fulfils its own national legislative requirements. Once the appropriate national organ of the country
– Parliament, Senate, the Crown, Head of State or Government, or a combination of these – follows
domestic constitutional procedures and makes a formal decision to be a party to the treaty. The
instrument of ratification, a formal sealed letter referring to the decision and signed by the
State’s responsible authority, is then prepared and deposited with the United Nations
Secretary-General in New York.
Treaty: A „treaty‟ is a formally concluded and ratified agreement between States. The term is used
generically to refer to instruments binding at international law, concluded between international
entities (States or organizations). Under the Vienna Conventions on the Law of Treaties, a treaty
must be (1) a binding instrument, which means that the contracting parties intended to create legal
rights and duties; (2) concluded by states or international organizations with treaty-making power;
(3) governed by international law and (4) in writing

Divest from tobacco shareholdings – MPF Trustees and HK Monetary Authority
must not hold shares. Just the opposite – sue them. The plain packaging domino
will reduce the value of tobacco stocks even though they are flooding the 3 rd world
as replacements.
Guidelines 23.

4.7
Government institutions and their bodies should not
have any financial interest in the tobacco industry, unless they are
responsible for managing a Party‟s ownership interest in a State-owned tobacco industry.

Guidelines 29.

Parties that do not have a State-owned tobacco industry should
not invest in the tobacco industry and related ventures
7.2

15)
Tobacco investments in political parties.

Parties
should have effective measures to prohibit contributions
from the tobacco industry or any entity working to
further its interests to political parties, candidates or
campaigns, or to require full disclosure of such
contributions.
4.11 Taking into account national law and constitutional principles,
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Guidelines for implementation of Article 5.3 of the
WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
on the protection of public health policies
with respect to tobacco control from
commercial and other vested interests of the
tobacco industry

INTRODUCTION
1.
World Health Assembly resolution WHA54.18 on transparency in tobacco control
process, citing the findings of the Committee of Experts on Tobacco Industry Documents,
states that “the tobacco industry has operated for years with the express intention of
subverting the role of governments and of WHO in implementing public health policies to
combat the tobacco epidemic”.
2.
The Preamble of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control recognized the
1
Parties‟ “need to be alert to any efforts by the tobacco industry to undermine or subvert
tobacco control efforts and the need to be informed of activities of the tobacco industry that
have a negative impact on tobacco control efforts”.
3.
Further, Article 5.3 of the Convention requires that “in setting and implementing their
public health policies with respect to tobacco control, Parties shall act to protect these policies
from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry in accordance with
national law”.
4.
The Conference of the Parties, in decision FCTC/COP2(14), established a working
group to elaborate guidelines for implementation of Article 5.3 of the Convention.
5.
Without prejudice to the sovereign right of the Parties to determine and establish their
tobacco control policies, Parties are encouraged to implement these guidelines to the extent
possible in accordance with their national law.

Purpose, scope and applicability
6.
Use of the guidelines for implementation of Article 5.3 of the Convention will have an
overarching impact on countries‟ tobacco control policies and on implementation of the
Convention, because the guidelines recognize that tobacco industry interference, including
that from the State-owned tobacco industry, cuts across a number of tobacco control policy
areas, as stated in the Preamble of the Convention, articles referring to specific tobacco
control policies and the Rules of Procedure of the Conference of the Parties to the WHO
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.

“The term „Parties‟ refers to States and other entities with treaty-making capacity which have expressed
their consent to be bound by a treaty and where the treaty is in force for such States and entities.” (Source: United
Nations Treaty Collections: http://untreaty.un.org/English/guide.asp#signatories).
1
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7.
The purpose of these guidelines is to ensure that efforts to protect tobacco control from
commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry are comprehensive and
effective. Parties should implement measures in all branches of government that may have an
interest in, or the capacity to, affect public health policies with respect to tobacco control.
8.
The aim of these guidelines is to assist Parties2 in meeting their legal obligations under
Article 5.3 of the Convention. The guidelines draw on the best available scientific evidence
and the experience of Parties in addressing tobacco industry interference.
9.
The guidelines apply to setting and implementing Parties‟ public health policies with
respect to tobacco control. They also apply to persons, bodies or entities that contribute to, or
could contribute to, the formulation, implementation, administration or enforcement of those
policies.
10. The guidelines are applicable to government officials, representatives and employees of
any national, state, provincial, municipal, local or other public or semi/quasi-public institution
or body within the jurisdiction of a Party, and to any person acting on their behalf. Any
government branch (executive, legislative and judiciary) responsible for setting and
implementing tobacco control policies and for protecting those policies against tobacco
industry interests should be accountable.
11. The broad array of strategies and tactics used by the tobacco industry to interfere with
the setting and implementing of tobacco control measures, such as those that Parties to the
Convention are required to implement, is documented by a vast body of evidence. The
measures recommended in these guidelines aim at protecting against interference not only by
the tobacco industry but also, as appropriate, by organizations and individuals that work to
further the interests of the tobacco industry.
12. While the measures recommended in these guidelines should be applied by Parties as
broadly as necessary, in order best to achieve the objectives of Article 5.3 of the Convention,
Parties are strongly urged to implement measures beyond those recommended in these
guidelines when adapting them to their specific circumstances.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Principle 1: There is a fundamental and irreconcilable conflict between the tobacco
industry’s interests and public health policy interests.
13. The tobacco industry produces and promotes a product that has been proven
scientifically to be addictive, to cause disease and death and to give rise to a variety of social
ills, including increased poverty. Therefore, Parties should protect the formulation and
implementation of public health policies for tobacco control from the tobacco industry to the
greatest extent possible.

2

Where appropriate, these guidelines also refer to regional economic integration organizations.
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Principle 2: Parties, when dealing with the tobacco industry or those working to further its
interests, should be accountable and transparent.
14. Parties should ensure that any interaction with the tobacco industry on matters related to
tobacco control or public health is accountable and transparent.

Principle 3: Parties should require the tobacco industry and those working to further its
interests to operate and act in a manner that is accountable and transparent.
15. The tobacco industry should be required to provide Parties with information for
effective implementation of these guidelines.

Principle 4: Because their products are lethal, the tobacco industry should not be granted
incentives to establish or run their businesses.
16. Any preferential treatment of the tobacco industry would be in conflict with tobacco
control policy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
17. The following important activities are recommended for addressing tobacco industry
interference in public health policies:
(1) Raise awareness about the addictive and harmful nature of tobacco products and
about tobacco industry interference with Parties‟ tobacco control policies.
(2) Establish measures to limit interactions with the tobacco industry and ensure the
transparency of those interactions that occur.
(3) Reject partnerships and non-binding or non-enforceable agreements with the
tobacco industry.
(4)

Avoid conflicts of interest for government officials and employees.

(5) Require that information provided by the tobacco industry be transparent and
accurate.
(6) Denormalize and, to the extent possible, regulate activities described as “socially
responsible” by the tobacco industry, including but not limited to activities described as
“corporate social responsibility”.
(7)

Do not give preferential treatment to the tobacco industry.

(8) Treat State-owned tobacco industry in the same way as any other tobacco
industry.
18. Agreed measures for protecting public health policies with respect to tobacco control
from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry are listed below. Parties
are encouraged to implement measures beyond those provided for by these guidelines, and
nothing in these guidelines shall prevent a Party from imposing stricter requirements that are
consistent with these recommendations.
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(1)

Raise awareness about the addictive and harmful nature of tobacco
products and about tobacco industry interference with Parties’ tobacco control
policies.
19. All branches of government and the public need knowledge and awareness about past
and present interference by the tobacco industry in setting and implementing public health
policies with respect to tobacco control. Such interference requires specific action for
successful implementation of the whole Framework Convention.

Recommendatio
ns
1.1 Parties should, in consideration of Article 12 of the Convention, inform and
educate all branches of government and the public about the addictive and harmful
nature of tobacco products, the need to protect public health policies for tobacco control
from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry and the strategies
and tactics used by the tobacco industry to interfere with the setting and implementation
of public health policies with respect to tobacco control.
1.2 Parties should, in addition, raise awareness about the tobacco industry‟s practice
of using individuals, front groups and affiliated organizations to act, openly or covertly,
on their behalf or to take action to further the interests of the tobacco industry.

(2)

Establish measures to limit interactions with the tobacco industry and
ensure the transparency of those interactions that occur.
20. In setting and implementing public health policies with respect to tobacco control, any
necessary interaction with the tobacco industry should be carried out by Parties in such a way
as to avoid the creation of any perception of a real or potential partnership or cooperation
resulting from or on account of such interaction. In the event the tobacco industry engages in
any conduct that may create such a perception, Parties should act to prevent or correct this
perception.

Recommendatio
ns
2.1 Parties should interact with the tobacco industry only when and to the extent
strictly necessary to enable them to effectively regulate the tobacco industry and
tobacco products.
2.2 Where interactions with the tobacco industry are necessary, Parties should ensure
that such interactions are conducted transparently. Whenever possible, interactions
should be conducted in public, for example through public hearings, public notice of
interactions, disclosure of records of such interactions to the public.

(3)

Reject partnerships and non-binding or non-enforceable agreements with
the tobacco industry.
21. The tobacco industry should not be a partner in any initiative linked to setting or
implementing public health policies, given that its interests are in direct conflict with the
goals of public health.
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Recommendatio
ns
3.1 Parties should not accept, support or endorse partnerships and non-binding or
non-enforceable agreements as well as any voluntary arrangement with the tobacco
industry or any entity or person working to further its interests. (CUSTOMS
INFORMER SCHEME FUNDED BY BIG TOBACCO)
3.2 Parties should not accept, support or endorse the tobacco industry organizing,
promoting, participating in, or performing, youth, public education or any initiatives
that are directly or indirectly related to tobacco control.(YSP)
3.3 Parties should not accept, support or endorse any voluntary code of conduct or
instrument drafted by the tobacco industry that is offered as a substitute for legally
enforceable tobacco control measures.
3.4 Parties should not accept, support or endorse any offer for assistance or proposed
tobacco control legislation or policy drafted by or in collaboration with the tobacco
industry.

(4)
Avoid conflicts of interest for government officials and employees.
22. The involvement of organizations or individuals with commercial or vested interests in
the tobacco industry in public health policies with respect to tobacco control is most likely to
have a negative effect. Clear rules regarding conflicts of interest for government officials and
employees working in tobacco control are important means for protecting such policies from
interference by the tobacco industry.
23. Payments, gifts and services, monetary or in-kind, and research funding offered by the
tobacco industry to government institutions, officials or employees can create conflicts of
interest. Conflicting interests are created even if a promise of favourable consideration is not
given in exchange, as the potential exists for personal interest to influence official
responsibilities as recognized in the International Code of Conduct for Public Officials
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly and by several governmental and regional
economic integration organizations.
Recommendations
4.1 Parties should mandate a policy on the disclosure and management of conflicts of
interest that applies to all persons involved in setting and implementing public health
policies with respect to tobacco control, including government officials, employees,
consultants and contractors.
4.2 Parties should formulate, adopt and implement a code of conduct for public
officials, prescribing the standards with which they should comply in their dealings
with the tobacco industry.
4.3 Parties should not award contracts for carrying out any work related to setting
and implementing public health policies with respect to tobacco control to candidates
or tenderers who have conflicts of interest with established tobacco control policies.
4.4 Parties should develop clear policies that require public office holders who have
or have had a role in setting and implementing public health policies with respect to
tobacco control to inform their institutions about any intention to engage in an
8

occupational activity within the tobacco industry, whether gainful or not, within a
specified period of time after leaving service.
4.5 Parties should develop clear policies that require applicants for public office
positions which have a role in setting and implementing public health policies with
respect to tobacco control to declare any current or previous occupational activity with
any tobacco industry whether gainful or not.
4.6 Parties should require government officials to declare and divest themselves of
direct interests in the tobacco industry.
4.7 Government institutions and their bodies should not have any financial interest in
the tobacco industry, unless they are responsible for managing a Party‟s ownership
interest in a State-owned tobacco industry.
4.8 Parties should not allow any person employed by the tobacco industry or any
entity working to further its interests to be a member of any government body,
committee or advisory group that sets or implements tobacco control or public health
policy.
4.9 Parties should not nominate any person employed by the tobacco industry or any
entity working to further its interests to serve on delegations to meetings of the
Conference of the Parties, its subsidiary bodies or any other bodies established pursuant
to decisions of the Conference of the Parties.
4.10 Parties should not allow any official or employee of government or of any
semi/quasi-governmental body to accept payments, gifts or services, monetary or inkind, from the tobacco industry.
4.11 Taking into account national law and constitutional principles, Parties should
have effective measures to prohibit contributions from the tobacco industry or any
entity working to further its interests to political parties, candidates or campaigns, or to
require full disclosure of such contributions.(DECLARE BY LAW THE SORCES OF
HK POLITICAL PARTY FUNDING)

(5)

Require that information provided by the tobacco industry be transparent
and accurate.
24. To take effective measures preventing interference of the tobacco industry with public
health policies, Parties need information about its activities and practices, thus ensuring that
the industry operates in a transparent manner. Article 12 of the Convention requires Parties to
promote public access to such information in accordance with national law.
25. Article 20.4 of the Convention requires, inter alia, Parties to promote and facilitate
exchanges of information about tobacco industry practices and the cultivation of tobacco. In
accordance with Article 20.4(c) of the Convention, each Party should endeavour to cooperate
with competent international organizations to establish progressively and maintain a global
system to regularly collect and disseminate information on tobacco production and
manufacture and activities of the tobacco industry which have an impact on the Convention or
national tobacco control activities.
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Recommendations
5.1 Parties should introduce and apply measures to ensure that all operations and
activities of the tobacco industry are transparent.3
5.2 Parties should require the tobacco industry and those working to further its
interests to periodically submit information on tobacco production, manufacture,
market share, marketing expenditures, revenues and any other activity, including
lobbying, philanthropy, political contributions and all other activities not prohibited or
not yet prohibited under Article 13 of the Convention.1
5.3 Parties should require rules for the disclosure or registration of the tobacco
industry entities, affiliated organizations and individuals acting on their behalf,
including lobbyists.
5.4 Parties should impose mandatory penalties on the tobacco industry in case of the
provision of false or misleading information in accordance with national law.
5.5 Parties should adopt and implement effective legislative, executive,
administrative and other measures to ensure public access, in accordance with Article
12(c) of the Convention, to a wide range of information on tobacco industry activities
as relevant to the objectives of the Convention, such as in a public repository.

(6)

Denormalize and, to the extent possible, regulate activities described as
“socially responsible” by the tobacco industry, including but not limited to
activities described as “corporate social responsibility”.
26. The tobacco industry conducts activities described as socially responsible to distance its
image from the lethal nature of the product it produces and sells or to interfere with the setting
and implementation of public health policies. Activities that are described as “socially
responsible” by the tobacco industry, aiming at the promotion of tobacco consumption, is a
marketing as well as a public relations strategy that falls within the Convention‟s definition of
advertising, promotion and sponsorship.
4

27. The corporate social responsibility of the tobacco industry is, according to WHO, an
inherent contradiction, as industry‟s core functions are in conflict with the goals of public
health policies with respect to tobacco control.
Recommendations
6.1 Parties should ensure that all branches of government and the public are informed
and made aware of the true purpose and scope of activities described as socially
responsible performed by the tobacco industry.
6.2 Parties should not endorse, support, form partnerships with or participate in
activities of the tobacco industry described as socially responsible.

3

Without prejudice to trade secrets or confidential information protected by law.

WHO. Tobacco industry and corporate social responsibility – an inherent contradiction. Geneva, World
Health Organization, 2004.
4
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6.3 Parties should not allow public disclosure by the tobacco industry or any
other person acting on its behalf of activities described as socially responsible
or of the expenditures made for these activities, except when legally required to
report on such expenditures, such as in an annual report.5
6.4 Parties should not allow acceptance by any branch of government or the
public sector of political, social, financial, educational, community or other
contributions from the tobacco industry or from those working to further its
interests, except for compensations due to legal settlements or mandated by law
or legally binding and enforceable agreements.

(7)
Do not give preferential treatment to the tobacco industry.
28.
Some governments encourage investments by the tobacco industry, even to the extent
of subsidizing them with financial incentives, such as providing partial or complete
exemption from taxes otherwise mandated by law.
29.
Without prejudice to their sovereign right to determine and establish their economic,
financial and taxation policies, Parties should respect their commitments for tobacco control.
Recommendations
7.1 Parties should not grant incentives, privileges or benefits to the tobacco industry
to establish or run their businesses.
7.2 Parties that do not have a State-owned tobacco industry should not invest in the
tobacco industry and related ventures. Parties with a State-owned tobacco industry
should ensure that any investment in the tobacco industry does not prevent them from
fully implementing the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.
7.3

Parties should not provide any preferential tax exemption to the tobacco industry.

(8)

Treat State-owned tobacco industry in the same way as any other tobacco
industry.
30.
Tobacco industry can be government-owned, non-government-owned or a
combination thereof. These guidelines apply to all tobacco industry, regardless of its
ownership.
Recommendations
8.1 Parties should ensure that State-owned tobacco industry is treated in the same
way as any other member of the tobacco industry in respect of setting and
implementing tobacco control policy.
8.2 Parties should ensure that the setting and implementing of tobacco control policy
are separated from overseeing or managing tobacco industry.

5

The guidelines for implementation of Article 13 of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control address this subject from the perspective of tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship.

1
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8.3 Parties should ensure that representatives of State-owned tobacco industry does
not form part of delegations to any meetings of the Conference of the Parties, its
subsidiary bodies or any other bodies established pursuant to decisions of the
Conference of the Parties.

Enforcement and monitoring
Enforcement
31. Parties should put in place enforcement mechanisms or, to the extent possible, use
existing enforcement mechanisms to meet their obligations under Article 5.3 of the
Convention and these guidelines.

Monitoring implementation of Article 5.3 of the Convention and of these guidelines
32. Monitoring implementation of Article 5.3 of the Convention and of these guidelines is
essential for ensuring the introduction and implementation of efficient tobacco control
policies. This should also involve monitoring the tobacco industry, for which existing models
and resources should be used, such as the database on tobacco industry monitoring of the
WHO Tobacco Free Initiative.
33. Nongovernmental organizations and other members of civil society not affiliated with
the tobacco industry could play an essential role in monitoring the activities of the tobacco
industry.
34. Codes of conduct or staff regulations for all branches of governments should include a
“whistleblower function”, with adequate protection of whistleblowers. In addition, Parties
should be encouraged to use and enforce mechanisms to ensure compliance with these
guidelines, such as the possibility of bringing an action to court, and to use complaint
procedures such as an ombudsman system.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION AND UPDATING AND
REVISION OF THE GUIDELINES
35. International cooperation is essential for making progress in preventing interference by
the tobacco industry with the formulation of public health policies on tobacco control. Article
20.4 of the Convention provides the basis for collecting and exchanging knowledge and
experience with respect to tobacco industry practices, taking into account and addressing the
special needs of developing country Parties and Parties with economies in transition.
36. Efforts have already been made to coordinate the collection and dissemination of
national and international experience with regard to the strategies and tactics used by the
tobacco industry and to the monitoring of tobacco industry activities. Parties would benefit
from sharing legal and strategic expertise for countering tobacco industry strategies.
Article 21.4 of the Convention provides that information exchange should be subject to
national laws regarding confidentiality and privacy.

Recommendations
37. As the strategies and tactics used by the tobacco industry evolve constantly, these
guidelines should be reviewed and revised periodically to ensure that they continue to provide

1
2

effective guidance to Parties on protecting their public health policies on tobacco control from
tobacco industry interference.
38. Parties reporting via the existing reporting instrument of the Framework Convention
should provide information on tobacco production and manufacture and the activities of the
tobacco industry that affect the Convention or national tobacco control activities. To facilitate
this exchange, the Convention Secretariat should ensure that the principal provisions of these
guidelines are reflected in the next phases of the reporting instrument, which the Conference
of the Parties will gradually adopt for use by Parties.
39. In view of the paramount importance of preventing tobacco industry interference in any
public health policy with respect to tobacco control, the Conference of the Parties may, in the
light of experience with implementing these guidelines, consider whether there is a need to
elaborate a protocol in relation to Article 5.3 of the Convention.
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Web resources

WHO sites:
Tobacco Free Initiative: http://www.who.int/tobacco/en/
WHO publications on tobacco: http://www.who.int/tobacco/resources/publications/en/
WHO European Regional Office:
http://www.euro.who.int/healthtopics/HT2ndLvlPage?HTCode=smoking
Tobacco control in the Americas (in English and Spanish):
http://www.paho.org/english/ad/sde/ra/Tobabout.htm

Sites with general, regional or national information and topics related to
tobacco control:
Action on Smoking and Health, UK (and special page for the tobacco industry):
http://www.newash.org.uk/ash_r3iitasl.htm
Corporate Accountability International and the Network for Accountability of Tobacco
Transnationals: www.stopcorporateabuse.org
Economics of tobacco control: http://www1.worldbank.org/tobacco/
European Commission:
http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_determinants/life_style/Tobacco/tobacco_en.htm
European Network for Smoking Prevention: http://www.ensp.org/
Framework Convention Alliance for Tobacco Control: http://www.fctc.org/
International Union for Health Promotion and Education:
http://www.iuhpe.org/?page=18&lang=en
Model Legislation for Tobacco Control manual:
http://www.iuhpe.org/?lang=en&page=publications_report2
Tobacco industry: http://tobacco.health.usyd.edu.au/site/supersite/links/docs/tobacco_ind.htm
Smokefree Partnership: http://www.smokefreepartnership.eu/
Thailand Health Promotion Institute: http://www.thpinhf.org/
Tobaccopedia: the online tobacco encyclopaedia: http://www.tobaccopedia.org/

More links to tobacco sites:
Various international and national tobacco control web sites:
http://www.tobacco.org/resources/general/tobsites.html
National tobacco control web sites:
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http://www.smokefreepartnership.eu/National-Tobacco-Control-websites
Centre de ressources anti-tabac: http://www.tabac-info.net/
Comité National Contre le Tabagisme (France): http://www.cnct.org
Office Français de Prévention du Tabagisme: http://www.oft-asso.fr/
Latest news on smoking and tobacco control: http://www.globalink.org/news/fr
Ministère de la santé, de la jeunesse et des sports: http://www.sante.gouv.fr/
Latest news on smoking and tobacco control: http://www.globalink.org/news/es
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Website

www.cleartheair.org.hk http://tobacco.cleartheair.org.hk
Email chair@cleartheair.org.hk

Chief Executive of the HKSAR Government
Mr Donald Tsang
19th October 2011
Dear Chief Executive,
Please find herewith newspaper articles (HK Standard) showing why we need urgent
legislation on mandatory and transparent publication of all political party donations in Hong
Kong and prevention of funding of our political parties by overseas entities. There are such
laws in UK, USA , Singapore, Japan and Australia and numerous other first world countries
also.
The Hong Kong public should be able to see which donors are influencing political party
policy and actions and thereby, whether those policies benefit the interests of the electors
or more so, the parties’ funding sources.
There is no such thing as a free lunch.
Donors do not keep on donating to causes that do not benefit their own ends.
The public demands the right to know what their legislators are doing in their best interests
or whether their actions are contrary to the electors’ interests and instead more beneficial
to the Legco members and their donors only. Hence the need for political party donation
funding transparency.
WHO Treaty Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3
FCTC Article 5.3
http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/article_5_3.pdf
4.10 Parties should not allow any official or employee of government or of any
semi/quasi-governmental body to accept payments, gifts or services, monetary or in kind
from the tobacco industry.
4.11 Taking into account national law and constitutional principles, Parties should have
effective measures to prohibit contributions from the tobacco industry or any entity
working to further its interests to political parties, candidates or campaigns, or to require
full disclosure of such contributions.
Yours sincerely,

James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO

8/F Eastwood Centre - 5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong
Tel: (+852) 26930136
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Links:
















Campaign finance in the United States
Campaign finance reform in the United States
Clean elections
Election promise
Hatch Act of 1939
Investment theory of party competition
Money loop
No-bid contract
Pacific scandal
Party finance in Germany
Political donations in Australia
Political finance
Political funding in Japan
Political funding in the United Kingdom
Political financing in Canada

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campaign_finance
http://usgovinfo.about.com/od/thepoliticalsystem/a/contriblaws.htm
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/evaluations/round3/Financing_Political_Parties_en.pdf

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_convention_against_Corruption
“enhanced transparency in the financing of election campaigns and political parties”
http://www.elections.gov.sg/registry.html

Singapore Government

http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/party-finance/legislation/legislation-on-political-parties

UK Electoral Commission
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campaign_finance_reform_in_the_United_States
http://www.law.upenn.edu/journals/jil/articles/volume17/issue3/Powell17U.Pa.J.Int'lEcon.L.957(1996).pdf

http://www.democracy4sale.org/
http://www.loc.gov/law/help/campaign-finance/australia.php
Candidates, registered political parties (including associated entities), and donors must file annual
or election period financial disclosure returns with the Australian Electoral Commission.[7] The
Australian Electoral Commission makes such returns publicly available.[8]
Returns must detail:







the total value of the donations received;
the total number of donors;
all individual donations received above the disclosure threshold (currently 10,900AUD);[9]
the details of donations (such as date received, amount and name and address of donor); and,
electoral expenditures (primarily advertising, printing and direct mail costs) incurred between
the issue of the writ and polling day.[10]

http://www.australiancollaboration.com.au/democracy/commentaries/Electoral_Donations.pdf
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-12709242
http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/APCITY/UNPAN013118.pdf

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_funding_in_Japan

Just too close for comfort
Pan-democrats risk their political independence because most of their funds come from a single donor - and yet they
control 30 percent of the votes in the Legislative Council.
Phila Siu
Wednesday, October 19, 2011
Pan-democrats risk their political independence because most of their funds come from a single
donor - and yet they control 30 percent of the votes in the Legislative Council.
Veteran political commentator James Sung said the Democratic and Civic parties are in danger of
being seen as too close to media tycoon Jimmy Lai.
Leaked documents show Lai donated more than HK$14.5 million to the Civic Party and almost HK$14
million to the Democratic Party since 2006.
"Without the donations, the two parties may have difficulty surviving," Sung said. "Lai's donation is
like sending charcoal in snowy weather." He also said the two parties may face accusations that their
policies are fixed and hardened by Lai, who is well-known for his pan- democratic and
anti-government stance.
The money from Lai made up 99.4 percent of all donations from non- members to the Democratic
Party between 2009 and 2010. For the Civic Party, the cash was about 40 to 68 percent of all
donations from non- members in the same financial year.
The League of Social Democrats got HK$1 million from Lai last year for its "de facto referendum"
campaign.
Former legislator and chief secretary Anson Chan Fang On-sang received HK$1.3 million between
2007 and 2009.
Sung called for a political party law that requires parties to disclose the source of donations. He said
tougher monitoring will increase transparency.
A similar law in the United States requires political parties to publish a list of people who donate
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US$200 (HK$1,560) or more.
Meanwhile, both the Democratic and Civic parties refused to confirm they received cash from Lai, but
insisted they do not accept donations that come with strings attached.
Civic Party leader Alan Leong Kah- kit said it needs to protect the privacy of every donor and he would
not comment on any individual case.
"When we accept a donation, it cannot come with a condition attached," said Leong, who disagrees
with the need for a disclosure law for political parties.
Democratic Party vice chairman Sin Chung-kai said the party's stance is not affected by donors. He
supports a political party law to increase transparency of donations.
Lawmaker Tam Yiu-chung, chairman of the Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of
Hong Kong, said that allowing a single source to dominate income would risk a party's political
stance. The DAB's income comes from diverse sources, he added.

Lai splashes $60m on his democrat buddies
Tonny Chan
Tuesday, October 18, 2011
Media tycoon Jimmy Lai Chee-ying
has spent nearly HK$60 million
since 2005 to back the
pan-democratic camp - including
about HK$35 million given directly
to leading political parties.
According to leaks to the media
yesterday the Civic Party and
Democratic Party received the
lion's share, getting more than
HK$33 million of the pie.
Smaller parties such as the League of Social Democrats and Frontier were
also among the recipients, securing HK$1 million and HK$400,000
respectively over the same period from 2005 to 2011.
Lai also donated HK$1.3 million to former chief secretary Anson Chan Fang
On-sang from 2007 to 2009.
League chairman Andrew To Kwan- hang confirmed the radical party
received HK$1 million in 2010 in support of the "de facto referendum"
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campaign that, however, failed to block passage of the political reform
package for 2012.
"Lai wasn't our most important donor," To said. "The HK$1 million was used
for the five-district referendum campaign, which cost the LSD HK$3 million.
His donation was only one third of it."
To said the league would not accept any donation that came with conditions
attached.
Others on Lai's donation list would not confirm or deny the information. Civic
Party leader Alan Leong Kah-kit and Democratic Party vice chairman Sin
Chung-kai offered no comment, taking shelter behind the absence of a
political law requiring parties to disclose their funding sources.
Sin said the Democratic Party has no obligation to make public the inf
ormation since there is not a party law.
Leong said the Civic Party accepted
donations from all sectors but stressed it
would not agree to conditions a donor may
set for the money. He said the party will not
comment on matters concerning donors to
protect their privacy.
The leaks showed the Civic Party began to
receive yearly donations from Lai from 2006,
starting with HK$2 million in 2006. This was raised to HK$4 million in 2010
and HK$6 million this year.
The boost came as society was caught in a bitter row over the radicals'
"referendum" bid by having five quit the legislature to be re-elected in the
ensuing by-election. The Democratic Party received even more until its
split with the Civic Party on the referendum move. According to the leaks,
the Democrats received HK$3 million in 2006. The donation fell to HK$1.5
million in 2007 but increased to HK$3 million or more a year from 2008.
In 2011, despite Lai's commitment to donate HK$3 million , the Democrats
were overtaken by the Civic Party in terms of his political money.
Attempts to get Lai to comment last night failed. A call to his mobile phone
was answered by a woman. Upon hearing the reporter asking for Lai, she
asked for the reporter's identity and said it was a wrong number before
hanging up. There is no law regulating political donations in Hong Kong. But
political observers point out that donations made by media moguls to
politicians could be a sensitive matter because of their access to the media.
In October last year, media tycoon Rupert Murdoch was forced to defend his
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two US$1 million (HK$7.8 million) donations ahead of the US midterm
elections. Concerns were aired then whether the donations by Murdoch
would affect the editorial policy of News Corp's media arm, despite his
assurance that they had nothing to do with editorial policy.
At the height of the 2007 legislature by-election to fill the seat vacated by
the death of Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong
Kong lawmaker Ma Lik, Lai played a key role in persuading the Democratic
Party to drop its member and district councillor Kam Nai-wai as a contender.
Chan, also dubbed Hong Kong's conscience, defeated the proestablishment candidate and former security secretary Regina Ip Lau
Suk-yee in the by-election.
A source close to Chan said last night the former chief secretary is not
prepared to comment on the donations. But the source added it is public
knowledge HK$200,000 donated to Chan in 2007 was related to the
Legislative Council by-election and HK$100,000 received in 2009 was
intended for eye- care charity Operation Light.
The document showed that Lai also donated HK$1 million to Chan in 2008.

NNNN

Abbott can’t shake the stink of the tobacco lobby
Michael Danby

As every smoker knows, one of the worst things about the tobacco habit is the smell – it clings to you no matter what
you do. That's the problem the Liberal Party now has. They've been in the pocket of the tobacco lobby for so long
that they can't shake off the stink, no matter how hard they try.
The Liberal Party's last-minute turnaround on plain packaging of cigarettes, after much huffing and puffing, won't
help them escape from the clutches of the tobacco companies who fill their party coffers. The question for Mr Abbott
is: when will he kick the habit of taking money from the tobacco companies?
The Labor Party announced in 2004 that it would not on principle take money from Big Tobacco. Since then the
tobacco companies have lavished more than $1.5 million on the Coalition parties. This does not include donations to
individual electorate campaigns who are under the disclosable limit of 10,000.
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According to the AEC data, since 1998 the Liberal Party has received $1,618,353 from British American
Tobacco (BAT) and $1,440,595 from Phillip Morris. During last year's election the Liberal Party received
$145,035 from British American Tobacco and $147,035 from Phillip Morris.

Source: Assembled from Donor Returns published in the website of the Australian Electoral Commission
(Prepared: 31 May 2011)
As Health Minister Nicola Roxon stated in parliament last week, BAT makes political donations to political parties
in only three countries in the world, and Australia accounts for nearly all that spending – 97% of BAT's donations go
to the Liberal Party and the National Party.
During last year's election, the tobacco companies funded a $5.5 million anti-Labor ad blitz with the help of Liberal
strategists, headed by Jason Aldsworth of the Civic Group – a former Liberal parliamentary candidate – and
including former Howard government adviser Mark Domitrak (now head of corporate affairs at BAT) and former
Howard adviser Chris Argent (now corporate affairs director at Phillip Morris).
Phillip Morris International and BAT spent $2.2 million each, and Imperial Tobacco Australia spent $1.1 million.
This funded campaign was coordinated under the sham organisation, The Alliance of Australian retailers, who are
controlled by tobacco companies under the guise of representing retailers. It was brought into existence solely as a
medium for tobacco companies to influence public opinion, and was payed $200,000 a month retainer. In emails to
and from the parties involved, entitled "Your Commission", Jason Aldsworth of the Civic Group was asked whether
he would like the commission to be transferred "to your bank, or hold it for drinks in Barbados?" Mr. Aldsworth
responded "...Maybe the bank for this one - we'll use the next one for the drinks tab in Barbados" and provided the
account details for the Civic Group.
Nothing illustrates the persistent stink of tobacco that haunts the Liberal Party than the unanswered questions
about the Member for Indi, Sophie Mirabella, and the secret donation that BAT made to her in 2007 via a group
called "Friends of Indi."
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The Friends of Indi failed to lodge a return for two financial years (2005-07), keeping its receipts and donations a
secret. It wasn't until BAT lodged its return form that the Friends of Indi cover was blown. Two receipts were
received by the AEC for 2005-06 from British Tobacco Australia Ltd to the value of $7,500 each that was donated to
the Friends of Indi.
Ms Mirabella – a member of Mr Abbott's shadow ministry – was a direct beneficiary of donations made to
the Friends of Indi, including the $15,000 donation from BAT. She refused to answer questions at the time on
this secret donation. This wasn't the first time BAT donated to Ms Mirabella. In 2004-05, Friends of Indi
received $5,000 from BAT. Only last year, Friends of Indi received $35,000 dollars although the AEC notes
no individual receipts were declared by this associated entity.
Mr Abbott is increasingly isolated on this issue. Even the state Liberal parties are coming around to banning
donations from the tobacco industry. In 2008 research published in the Australian and New Zealand Journal of
Public Health shows that approximately 61.6% of smokers and 78.4% of non-smokers were against political
parties accepting donations from the tobacco industry. WA Liberal Premier Colin Barnett has stated his
opposition to tobacco donations.
It's time that Mr Abbott and the Liberal party gave up their river of gold from the tobacco companies. About 20% of
Australians are currently addicted to cigarettes. Of the total cost of drug abuse in 2004-05 of $55 billion, tobacco
accounted for $31.5 billion. The cost of tobacco addiction is a "great big tax" on all Australians, one which Mr
Abbott doesn't seem to care about.
But it seems that Mr Abbott won't be parting company with big tobacco any time soon. Last April he was asked
directly whether he would stop taking donations from the tobacco industry. He said: "It is legal to smoke, it is not
the mafia. I don't see why if they want to make a donation we shouldn't accept." So long as he takes this line,
the stink of the tobacco lobby will cling to the Liberal Party.
Michael Danby is the Federal Labor member for Melbourne Ports. http://www.abc.net.au/unleashed/2756764.html

http://www.abc.net.au/unleashed/33994.html
10 May 2010

Tobacco funding: time to quit

Mike Daube

Tobacco companies are not philanthropic institutions. As long ago as 1967 the late Senator Robert Kennedy said,
"the cigarette industry is peddling a deadly weapon. It is dealing in people's lives for financial gain".
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The Australian tobacco industry is dominated by three big companies (or in modern political parlance, three "great
big" companies), British American Tobacco, Philip Morris and Imperial Tobacco - all overseas-owned, with
decisions made not in Sydney or Melbourne but in London and New York.
These are tough and ruthless multinational corporations, promoting and selling a product that kills one in two of its
regular users. They have known for sixty years that their product is lethal. During this time almost one million
Australians have died because they smoked - while the tobacco companies have denied and downplayed the
evidence, doing their utmost to oppose and delay any action that might be effective in reducing smoking. Around the
world their products cause five million deaths a year - a figure which will only increase as their drive into developing
countries bears lethal fruit.
The new Chief Executive of Imperial Tobacco, Alison Cooper, was recently reported in the UK media as still
refusing to accept that smoking causes cancer. Small wonder that only last week a survey of the reputations of the
UK's largest 150 companies had Imperial Tobacco at 147 and British American Tobacco at a rock bottom 150.
There is massive evidence from once-confidential industry documents now available following litigation in the US
that for decades tobacco companies have acted more cynically than even tobacco campaigners might have thought summarised by a quote from an industry executive - "We don't smoke this shit, we just sell it. We reserve the right to
smoke for the young, the poor, the black and the stupid."
And as if all this were not enough, the industry has been found guilty of racketeering in the US.
Tobacco companies have only one aim, in London, New York or Canberra. In line with their responsibility to their
shareholders, they spend money with the sole purpose of benefiting their interests.
So why would anybody want to take money from this pariah industry?
The Australian Electoral Commission website reports that in recent years both the Philip Morris company and
British American Tobacco have been generous donors to the Liberal Party and the National Party. During the
year 2008/9 Philip Morris contributed $158,000 to the Liberal and National parties around Australia.
No doubt in addition to direct contributions there is also much indirect funding from groups supporting and
representing tobacco companies, but this is much harder to pin down.
The only reason for these contributions is to further the interests of tobacco companies. The website of the British
American Tobacco company is quite explicit about political donations: "Such payments can only be made for the
purpose of influencing the debate on issues affecting the company or Group..."
A review of tobacco industry political donations in the US, published in the American Journal of Preventive
Medicine, concluded that, "tobacco industry monetary contributions are closely related to the way a legislator votes
on tobacco issues", and "The more campaign contributions received by a Congress member, the more likely he/she
votes pro-tobacco on tobacco-related bills".
Political donations are not simply about an intention to buy direct support: they are also about much less tangible
benefits gained through indirect support, influence, contacts, access and credibility.
The Greens and Democrats took the lead in refusing tobacco industry funding, followed by the ALP. The other major
parties understand the dangers of smoking; they know exactly why tobacco companies want to give them money; it is
hard to imagine that they would knowingly take money from drug dealers - and yet they seem content to accept
contributions from an industry whose products cause more than 80 per cent of Australia's drug deaths. Surely there is
something awry with the moral radar of anyone who accepts this kind of blood money.
The argument we sometimes hear that this is a "legitimate industry" is old and tired. If cigarettes were a new product
they would not be allowed on the market. Our parliaments have decreed that the product is so harmful that it should
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not be sold to children and adolescents, should not be advertised, and that its sales should be subject to
ever-increasing controls. This is no ordinary product, no ordinary industry.
The Australian government now leads the world in action to reduce smoking, complementing strong action in most
jurisdictions (other than the Northern Territory, whose lack of interest in tobacco remains a mystery).
It is time for all political parties to refuse tobacco funding, or for legislation that forbids such contributions from
companies that still seek to oppose the work and recommendations of governments and health authorities, and whose
products cause 15,000 Australian deaths each year when used precisely as intended. Then we can be assured that all
parties are making policy on this vital public health issue free of the taint of association with tobacco companies, and
free of any suspicion that their policies might be influenced by these disreputable, lethal donors.
Mike Daube is Professor of Health Policy at Curtin University.
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From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 20 October, 2011 10:28 AM
To: 'ceo@ceo.gov.hk'
Cc: 'cmabenq@cmab.gov.hk'; 'scmaoffice@cmab.gov.hk'
Subject: Transparency of funding in Hong Kong extends only to individual Legco members and not their
Political Parties

Dear Chief Executive,
further to my recent email to you on the lack of public transparency in political party
funding in Hong Kong please see the attached self explanatory report.
Yours sincerely,
James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO

“Rethinking the Electoral-Political Infrastructure
I see a number of key ways to improve the present EPI in Hong Kong. In summary,
we should work towards establishing:
• A new, comprehensive (voluntary) political party registration system;
• An improved public funding regime;
• Much enhanced funding transparency; and
• A Government-Legco Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters
(GLJSCEM) to review the future operation of Hong Kong’s EPI
Next, to obtain full public funding, political parties would need (voluntarily) to register with a
revamped, Electoral Affairs Commission (EAC), under the new registration regime.
Parties so registered would be eligible to claim public funding – on condition that they:
agree to publish, regularly, a full and accurate, EAC auditable, statement of all party
income and expenditure in hard copy and on the web; submit an approved party
constitution; and possess a (low) minimum number of members. Donations to
registered parties up to a certain level might usefully (and with appropriate
safeguards) also be made tax deductible.
With all this information on the public record, we would achieve much greater funding
transparency. Moreover, the system should be largely self-enforcing – as each party
could be relied upon to scrutinize the public accounts of all rivals carefully and draw
any alleged irregularities to the attention of the EAC and the media. Parties would
know they were each being treated in the same way – and they would have access
to secure basic funding – provided they retained a level of public confidence at
relevant polls.
Fund raising
It may be worthwhile to consider allowing registered political parties tax-exempt
status. Such a provision would relieve registered parties of a compliance burden. Any
such change would need to be carefully implemented, however, to prevent its use for

tax avoidance purposes.14 Properly implemented, such a measure should have a
negligible effect on revenue.
It is also worth considering allowing at least a partial deduction for donations to
registered political parties. Once again, the implementation of any such measure
would need to be carefully considered to ensure it would not be exploited for tax
avoidance purposes.
The implementation of these possible tax concessions should, in my view, only
proceed in tandem with a formal political party registration system as outlined above.
The detailed reporting and audit requirements under the registration system would
help to ensure that these tax concessions would not be subject to abuse.
It would be best not to allow deductions to candidates for campaign expenses.
Policing any such deduction regime would be difficult. It would also raise issues
about taxing any public funding received (see below).
Funding Transparency
A key aspect of the proposed political party registration system is to introduce a
public-record reporting system for registered political parties. This system would be
self-regulating to a significant degree because each political party would have access
to the public financial records of the other parties, while the EAC would be also be
conducting regular audits of registered political parties.
This is an intrusive regime, it is true. But, participation would remain voluntary.
Almost all parties should volunteer, however, because of the benefits which would
flow from registration including enhanced, direct public funding of political parties,
improved electoral information access, and possible taxation-related benefits.
Also, this revelation of information is in the general public interest. The more clear we
are about who pays what to whom, politically, the better informed the average voter
will be.
The Australian experience tells us that no anonymous donations (beyond a low, and
policed, threshold) should be allowed either to parties or to any associated entities.
Whether or not a political party registration system is introduced, the most obvious
loophole in the current candidate reporting requirements under Section 37 of the
ECICO needs to be closed. Candidates should have to reveal the substantive person
behind any donation rather than be able simply to report a donation from Political
Party A, as is currently the case.”

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 23 July, 2014 08:27 AM
To: 'ceo@ceo.gov.hk'
Cc: 'info@cydho.org.hk'; kalokchan@civicparty.hk; 'garyfantko@gmail.com'
Subject: FW: Party donations disclosure - an overview | - HK Legislators have to declare their income sources,
employment and assets - so should political parties so the public can see who is pulling their puppet 'policy' strings

Dear Chief Executive,
It is high time Hong Kong had legislation to force the publication of
political party donations so we can see who the puppet masters
are. Are these donors foreign Government donors, tobacco
companies, munitions dealers, landmine manufacturers?
Currently three Legco members are admitted ‘honorary’ advisers
to the tobacco industry Tobacco Control Concern Group and its
paid fronts whilst receiving HKG public servant pay checks. Is that
in the best interests of society ?
Yours sincerely,
James Middleton
Chairman
www.cleartheair.org.hk

Rules clear on conflict of interests
Legislators could be admonished, reprimanded or even suspended for failing
to declare a conflict of interests.
Wednesday, July 23, 2014

Legislators could be admonished, reprimanded or even suspended
for failing to declare a conflict of interests.
The Legco secretariat made this clear after it was revealed that
Jimmy Lai made donations to five pan-democratic lawmakers.
According to Legco rules, lawmakers are required to declare on the
registration form for personal interests if they have received more
than HK$10,000 in actual benefits from individuals or organizations.

There may have been a conflict of interests when lawmakers debated
the withdrawal of advertisements from newspapers - including Lai's
Apple Daily - this year.
The secretariat said lawmakers should furnish it with particulars of
any change in personal interests within 14 day.
"Any lawmaker who fails to comply can be admonished and
reprimanded or suspended by the council on a motion," it added.
Lai is said to have donated HK$500,000 to the Democratic Party's
James To Kun-sun, HK$1.5million to the Labour Party's Lee Cheukyan, HK$300,000 to the Civic Party's Alan Leong Kah-kit and
HK$500,000 to his partymate, Claudia Mo Man-ching, and HK$1
million to League of Social Democrats' Leung Kwok-hung.
Mo and To denied receiving the donations. Leung said all donations
received were forwarded to LSD.
Gary Fan Kwok-wai of the Neo Democrats, who sits on the
Committee on Members' Interests, said: "Lawmakers are required
to declare donations."
He said his committee can investigate if there are complaints.
EDDIE LUK

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 05 January, 2013 10:55 AM
To: ceo@ceo.gov.hk; 'cmabenq@cmab.gov.hk'
Subject: Party donations disclosure - an overview | - HK Legislators have to declare their income
sources, employment and assets - so should political parties so the public can see who is pulling their
puppet 'policy' strings

Published on South China Morning Post (http://www.scmp.com)
Home > Hong Kong's political parties need fuller disclosure of their funding

Hong Kong's political parties need fuller disclosure of their funding
Submitted by admin on Jan 5th 2013, 12:00am
Comment›Insight & Opinion
SCMP Editorial

Political parties in Hong Kong are odd entities. Increasingly, they play an active role in
governance, taking seats in the district councils, legislature, government advisory panels, the
chief executive's cabinet and ruling team. Given their strong influence on policies and public
affairs, they are expected to adhere to the highest standard of transparency and accountability
for their operations. But, oddly enough, most parties are only registered under the Companies
Ordinance, which means their disclosure responsibilities are no more than for a private
company. They are still, regrettably, reluctant to disclose sensitive information such as how
they are financed. Public scrutiny is woefully limited.
Some light was shed in late 2011 when a leaked document suggested pro-democracy publisher
Jimmy Lai Chee-ying had donated about HK$28 million to the Democratic Party and the Civic
Party over the previous few years. Interestingly, a court case involving the control of Nina Wang
Kung Yu-sum's Chinachem Charitable Foundation also revealed that the Democrats had
received donations from her. The court heard that the charity had given the party HK$4.2
million between 1997 and 1999. The revelation dispelled the belief that tycoons shun prodemocracy parties for fear of upsetting Beijing. Alas, the details only came to light in a lawsuit
after 15 years.
It is speculation whether the late tycoon would have donated to the Democrats had she known
that it would be disclosed. But understandably, prominent figures may not want to be seen as
openly backing groups opposed by Beijing. The concern of pan-democrats that compulsory
declaration of funding sources may deter donations appears to be valid.
But non-disclosure undermines public monitoring of elections. Although candidates have to cap
their spending and list their donations, records show many just declare having received a lump
sum from their party. Since sponsors can get around the rules via a party donation, the public is
unable to tell who is truly bankrolling a candidate.
When political parties mushroomed in the '90s, it was argued that too much regulation might
restrict development. However, party politics has since come a long way. As universal suffrage
draws nearer, parties are expected to play a more important role in governance. It makes sense
to give them clear recognition. A party law can enhance transparency, accountability and
credibility, allowing for better development.

Topics: Hong Kong Politics Political Party Funding
Jimmy Lai Chee-ying
Source URL (retrieved on Jan 5th 2013, 10:33am): http://www.scmp.com/comment/insightopinion/article/1120179/hong-kongs-political-parties-need-fuller-disclosure-their
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 30 May, 2012 07:43
To: ceeo@ce-elect-office.hk; ran_chen@ce-elect-office.hk
Cc: kowm@hotmail.com
Subject: Party donations disclosure - an overview | Elections New Zealand et al

Dear CY Leung,
This submission was ignored by Donald Tsang.
The situation in Hong Kong is simple. North Korea or Cuba could be funding the Liberal Party and DAB–
there is no regulation to make the political parties publish the source of their income although individual
legislators are supposed to reveal their own. Hence the puppeteers can do as they wish and money
guides the political parties’ policy whilst the public the Legco members are supposed to represent does
not get to see why those policies are being promoted.
Kind regards,
James Middleton
Chairman
www.cleartheair.org.hk

RTHK
US consul defends meetings
07-12-2011
The US consul general in Hong Kong, Stephen Young, has defended consular meetings
with local pro-democracy figures.
A number of reports have criticised such contacts, alleging American interference in
China's internal affairs. But Mr Young told reporters that meeting a wide range of people
was consistent with what all diplomats do, including China's.
He denied that the US was financially backing any political parties. (although legally
they can and it is not necessary to publish it)

Loophole remains in top job election
Foreign organisations will help choose committee to select chief executive despite vow to amend laws and bar overseas groups from local politics
Tanna Chong, Dennis Chong and
Colleen Lee
Dec 07, 2011

A loophole that gives foreign organisations a vote in Sunday's poll for members of the committee that will choose the next
chief executive remains unplugged - more than a year after the government promised to amend the law.

The Queensland Government Office in Hong Kong and the Austrian Chamber of Commerce are among
the 249,499 voters who will cast their ballots on Sunday for delegates to the Election Committee, which
will choose the city's next chief executive on March 25.

The two bodies will vote in the commercial subsector - one of the 38 functional constituencies whose representatives
will form the 1,200-member committee. It is a vote in which most of the city's seven million inhabitants will be mere
spectators.
In October last year the government promised that it would amend laws to bar international bodies from voting in the
functional constituency polls. At the time, the then secretary for constitutional and mainland affairs, Stephen Lam Suilung, said that foreign groups should not take part in local politics as a matter of principle. But a list of the final
registered voters for the commercial subsector, seen by the South China Morning Post (SEHK: 0583,
announcements, news) , shows that the two foreign bodies are still included. Neither the Queensland Government
Office in Hong Kong nor the Austrian Chamber of Commerce was available for comment. The constitutional bureau
said that under the laws, consulates and some foreign groups are not eligible to vote, but it would not say if the two
bodies fall within those provisions.
The voter list also includes groups that are clearly not commercial entities - including the pest management academic
society and the University of Hong Kong's business faculty. Political academics said such inclusions show the
government has failed in its duty of gate-keeping. They said such flaws were inherent in the system and could not be
properly fixed short of universal suffrage.
"It is unfair and is a long-standing problem. But given the political atmosphere at present, it could further anger the
public," said Sung Lap-kung from City University. Controversies in the recent district council polls have put the city's
electoral system under scrutiny and triggered widespread public debate. Even when universal suffrage is introduced
for choosing the chief executive in 2017, a nominating body similar to the Election Committee will still be responsible
for selecting the candidates to stand in the poll. Another loophole was found in the education subsector of the
committee, where the lack of an effective system to update voters' information allows people who have retired from
teaching or changed their profession to vote in Sunday's internal election. The Professional Teachers' Union
chairman Fung Wai-wah said the system required those who had left the profession to deregister themselves
because the education bureau did not have a system in place to update its information.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-15822333
22 November 2011 Last updated at 01:34 GMT

BBC NEWS
Plans to change political party funding to be published

Sir Christopher Kelly's report on funding politics depends on all-party agreement for success

Related Stories



Analysis: What hope consensus?
Party funding 'not sexy, but important'



Harman denies Labour funds problem

New proposals on controlling the funding of political parties are being published,
after the government pledged to remove "big money from politics".
It has been reported they could include a £10,000 cap on individual donations.
The Committee on Standards in Public Life proposals could also include giving state
funding to parties worth £3 for every vote they receive.
But Deputy PM Nick Clegg has already stressed taxpayers will not be asked to pay
more to fund political parties.
The report is the latest in a long line of attempts to curb party funding, which grew
in urgency in the wake of the cash-for-honours affair.
The committee's chairman, Sir Christopher Kelly, has said he hopes his body's
independence from any political party will make the report's findings more
acceptable to voters.
But any finding depends on agreement from all the main political parties something which has always proved impossible to achieve in the past.
Labour, with its heavy dependence on the trade unions for funding, resists curbs on
unions donating on behalf of individual members.
The Conservatives, who rely more on large individual donors, are against further
restrictions on what they can give.
At present there are no limits on donations, but the name of anyone who gives
more than £7,500 to a party is made public.

'Hard-pressed taxpayers'
The deputy prime minister's comments in the House of Commons earlier this month
may limit the chances of success this time if - as some reports suggest - Sir
Christopher proposes a huge increase in state funding of political parties, worth up
to £100m over a five-year Parliament.
Under this proposal, cash would be shared out according to the number of votes
each party receives in a general election to compensate them for a huge loss of
income as a result of introducing new caps on individual donations.
But Mr Clegg said it was "immensely important for us to clear this up, because it
has affected all political parties negatively, but it would not be right to ask our
hard-pressed taxpayers to pay more to political parties at a time when they are
having to deal with so many cuts and savings elsewhere".

The last major attempt to reform party funding began in 2006, at the time of the
cash-for-honours affairs.
Former Permanent Secretary Sir Hayden Phillips was asked to find as much of a
consensus as possible on a future system for funding.
He recommended a £50,000 limit on cash donations to parties, but after five
sessions of talks with Labour, the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats, the
process broke down without agreement.
The Cabinet Office - which would introduce any change - has set a deadline of
December 2014 for legislation.
More on This Story
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From: CEO [mailto:ceo@ceo.gov.hk]
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:00
To: James Middleton
Subject: Re: Party donations disclosure - an overview | Elections New Zealand

Dear Mr Middleton,
Thank you for your emails of 19 and 20 October to the Chief Executive. I am authorized to
acknowledge receipt of them. Your views are duly noted and have also been relayed to the
Constitutional and Mainland Affairs Bureau for reference.
Yours sincerely,
(Alex Yiu)
for Private Secretary to Chief Executive
----- Original Message -----

From: James Middleton
To: ceo@ceo.gov.hk
Cc: scmaoffice@cmab.gov.hk
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 1:50 PM
Subject: Party donations disclosure - an overview | Elections New Zealand

http://www.elections.org.nz/rules/parties/donations/donations-disclosure-overview.html
New Zealand Government
Party donations disclosure - an overview
Donations to registered political parties and candidates are regulated. The rules relating to the public
disclosure of donations, and limits on the size of anonymous donations and overseas donations were
changed on 1 January 2011. This page relates to the disclosure by registered political parties of
donations received. Information on candidate donations can be found here.
A party donation is a donation of money, goods or services that is made to a party and includes:
goods or services paid for by others that have a reasonable market value greater than $1,500 (but not a
donor's own labour),
discounted goods or services (where the reasonable market value is greater than $1,500) the difference
between the contract or agreed price and the reasonable market value of those goods or services is a
donation,
the amount of any payment in excess of reasonable market value for goods or services provided by the
party, or
credit offered at terms more favourable than the commercial terms and conditions prevailing at the
time.
The secretary of each registered political party must file an annual return of party donations with the
Electoral Commission by 30 April of the following year for donations received in the last 12 months,
for the year ending 31 December. A return is required even if the party has received nil donations during
the calendar year. An auditor's report must accompany the return, including where nil donations are
declared.
Parties are also required to make immediate disclosure to the Electoral Commission where a donor gives
a party more than $30,000 in a 12 month period. Parties must have systems in place to track
aggregated totals by donors for the purposes of the annual donations return, as well as immediate
returns of donations exceeding $30,000.
The Electoral Commission is required to set the forms of return, supervise parties' compliance, and
make returns available for public inspection.
Annual return of party donations
Party donations and contributions to donations of more than $15,000 (including GST) received by the
party during the year are required to be declared in the party's annual return of donations. A series of
donations, or contributions of more than $1,500 to donations, made by one donor that adds up to more
than $15,000 must also be declared.

The return must include the name of the donor, their address, the amount and date of each donation
and contribution of more than $15,000.
The annual returns also include details of any anonymous donations and overseas donations exceeding
$1,500 as well as donations protected from disclosure received via the Electoral Commission.
There is also a new requirement for a party to disclose certain details regarding donations received
below $15,000 (see below for more information on the banding of donations).
Donations to an electorate candidate disclosed in the candidate's post-election return are not included
in the annual return.
For donations received by parties during 2010 the rules were as provided in the Electoral Act 1993 prior
to amendment on 1 January 2011. The 2010 annual returns are available [here] or may be viewed at the
Electoral Commission’s offices, Level 9, 17-21 Whitmore Street, Wellington between 9am and 5pm
weekdays.
Immediate return of a donation exceeding $30,000
A return must be filed by a party secretary with the Electoral Commission within 10 working days of
receipt whenever a party receives a donation that:
exceeds $30,000, or
when added to all the donations received from the same donor in the preceding 12 months exceeds
$30,000.
The return should be filed using the prescribed form setting out the name and address of the donor, the
amount and date of the donation together with details of the amounts and dates of all previous
donations received from that donor. Returns of party donations exceeding $30,000 are available [here].
Anonymous donations
Any donation that is made in such a way that the party secretary does not know the identity of the
donor, and could not, in the circumstances, reasonably be expected to know the identity of the donor. is
an anonymous donation.
An anonymous donation is limited to $1,500. Where a party receives an anonymous donation that
exceeds $1,500 the party may retain $1,500 of the donation and the party secretary must within 20
working days of receipt pay the balance of the donation to the Electoral Commission for payment into
a Crown bank account.
The following are considered to be anonymous donations:
a bank cheque supplied without any advice or incidental information as to the identity of the person
supplying the funds for the cheque
cash received with no way of tracing the donor.
Donations made in the following ways are not considered to be anonymous:
made by personal cheque, as the donor's name is set out on the cheque and this is an acknowledgement
that the money comes from that source
made by a person who identifies himself or herself to the party, or who is known to the person who
receives the donation on behalf of the party
where a known or identifiable donor asks that the donation be treated as anonymous
a donation by way of a solicitor's trust account cheque that is not a donation from that law firm.

Concealing the identity of a donor when the donor is not anonymous is an offence.
Overseas donations
Donations from overseas persons (including overseas organisations or companies) are limited to
$1,500.
An overseas person is:
an individual who resides outside New Zealand and is not a New Zealand Citizen or registered elector
a body corporate incorporated outside New Zealand
an unincorporated body that has its head office or principle place of business outside New Zealand.
Where a party receives an overseas donation that, either on its own or when aggregated with all other
donations made by or on behalf of the same overseas person during the year, exceeds $1,500 the party
secretary must within 20 working days of receipt either return the whole donation to the donor or the
amount less $1,500. If it is not possible to repay the donor the party secretary must within this
timeframe pay the balance of the donation to the Electoral Commission for payment into a Crown bank
account.

Donations protected from disclosure
A donation protected from disclosure is a mechanism for any person who wants to make a donation of
more than $1,500 to a registered political party and does not want their identity to be disclosed to
either the public or to the party receiving the donation. There are limits on how much can be paid by
the same donor and how much a party can receive by way of protected donations during each
parliamentary term.
Information on how to make a donation protected from disclosure, including the limits that apply, can
be found [here].
Records of donations
Party secretaries are required to keep records of all donations received. Records should be kept of gifts
from any person or organisation to a registered political party.
Banding of donations
From 1 January 2011 party secretaries need to keep records of the following information for disclosure
in the annual return of party donations in 2012 and thereafter:
the number of anonymous party donations received under $1,500 and the total amount of such
donations
the number of overseas party donations received under $1,500 and the total amount of such donations
the number of all party donations received over $1,500 but less than $5,000 and the total amount of
such donations
the number of all party donations received over $5,000 but less than $15,000 and the total amount of
such donations.
Donations made up of contributions
A donation can be made up in part by funds contributed by more than one person (contributors). The
total proceeds of a collection are treated as a donation under the Electoral Act. The person who collects
the money will normally be the donor. The individuals who contribute to the collection are contributors
for the purposes of the Act.

If a donation, other than an anonymous donation, is made up of contributions, the transmitter or donor
must tell the party secretary:
the name and address of the donor,
whether the donation is made up of contributions,
the total amount of contributions of $1,500 or less, and
in the case of contributions greater than $1,500, the name, address and contribution of each contributor
and whether any of them are ‘overseas persons’.
If the party secretary knows, or has reasonable grounds to believe, that the donor has failed to supply
information about contributions, the whole donations must be returned to the donor.
Transmitted donations
A donation can be made either directly by the donor to the party or indirectly by a transmitter who
transmits a donation to the party secretary on someone else’s behalf, for example via a lawyer’s trust
fund. Any person who receives a party donation on the party’s behalf must transmit it to the party
secretary or pay the donation into a bank account nominated by the party secretary within 10 working
days. When transmitting a donation, the transmitter must tell the party secretary:
whether the donation is being transmitted on behalf of a donor,
the name and address of the donor,
whether the donation is made up of contributions,
the total amount of contributions of $1,500 or less, and
in the case of contributions greater than $1,500: the name, address and contribution of each contributor
and whether any of the contributors are ‘overseas persons’.
Where a transmitter does not disclose the name and address of the donor, the donation must be
treated as an anonymous donation.
Aggregation of donations
Aggregation of donations is not limited to the same type of donations. If during the year a donor
donates $5,000 by cheque, $3,000 in cash, and $4,000 worth of goods and services (either at no charge
or at a $4,000 discounted price), that donor has donated $15,000 in aggregate and those donations
need to be included in the annual return.
Donation of labour
Donation of labour does not count as long as the person is donating their own labour free of
charge. The donation of someone else’s time (for example, by a business of its employees’ time) may
constitute a donation. A discount offered on the price of someone’s own labour may also count as a
donation.
Discounted goods and services
If goods or services are provided at less than reasonable market value, the difference between the
contract price of the goods or services and their reasonable market value is a donation (if the reasonable
market value of the goods exceeds $1,500) from the person who provided the goods or services.
Payment to attend a fundraising event
If the reasonable market value of a fundraising event is less than the price charged, then the difference
is a donation. For instance, in the case of a fundraising dinner the donation value will be the difference
between a comparable restaurant meal and the ticket price. In the case of a garment sale, the donation
value will be the difference between a comparable shop-bought garment and the sale price (i.e. the
donation is not the profit from sale).
GST component of a donation
The GST component of a donation will be counted in the value listed on the return where the nature of
the donation attracts GST. Parties are advised to consult Inland Revenue or seek independent
professional taxation advice if unsure whether the type of the donation attracts GST.

.© Crown Copyright
----- Original Message ----From: James Middleton
To: ceo@ceo.gov.hk
Cc: scmaoffice@cmab.gov.hk
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 1:33 PM
Subject: UK Government political party funding declaration requirements

The manifesto on which the UK Government was elected in 1997 included three commitments
regarding party funding:
to oblige political parties to declare the source of all donations above a minimum figure
to ban foreign funding of political parties
to ask the Committee on Standards in Public Life to consider how the funding of political
parties should be regulated and reformed
----- Original Message ----From: James Middleton
To: ceo@ceo.gov.hk
Cc: cmabenq@cmab.gov.hk ; scmaoffice@cmab.gov.hk
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:27 AM
Subject: Transparency of funding in Hong Kong extends only to individual Legco members and not their
Political Parties

Dear Chief Executive,
further to my recent email to you on the lack of public transparency in political party
funding in Hong Kong please see the attached self explanatory report.
Yours sincerely,
James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO
“Rethinking the Electoral-Political Infrastructure
I see a number of key ways to improve the present EPI in Hong Kong. In summary,
we should work towards establishing:
• A new, comprehensive (voluntary) political party registration system;
• An improved public funding regime;
• Much enhanced funding transparency; and
• A Government-Legco Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters
(GLJSCEM) to review the future operation of Hong Kong’s EPI

Next, to obtain full public funding, political parties would need (voluntarily) to register with a
revamped, Electoral Affairs Commission (EAC), under the new registration regime.
Parties so registered would be eligible to claim public funding – on condition that they:
agree to publish, regularly, a full and accurate, EAC auditable, statement of all party
income and expenditure in hard copy and on the web; submit an approved party
constitution; and possess a (low) minimum number of members. Donations to
registered parties up to a certain level might usefully (and with appropriate
safeguards) also be made tax deductible.
With all this information on the public record, we would achieve much greater funding
transparency. Moreover, the system should be largely self-enforcing – as each party
could be relied upon to scrutinize the public accounts of all rivals carefully and draw
any alleged irregularities to the attention of the EAC and the media. Parties would
know they were each being treated in the same way – and they would have access
to secure basic funding – provided they retained a level of public confidence at
relevant polls.
Fund raising
It may be worthwhile to consider allowing registered political parties tax-exempt
status. Such a provision would relieve registered parties of a compliance burden. Any
such change would need to be carefully implemented, however, to prevent its use for
tax avoidance purposes.14 Properly implemented, such a measure should have a
negligible effect on revenue.
It is also worth considering allowing at least a partial deduction for donations to
registered political parties. Once again, the implementation of any such measure
would need to be carefully considered to ensure it would not be exploited for tax
avoidance purposes.
The implementation of these possible tax concessions should, in my view, only
proceed in tandem with a formal political party registration system as outlined above.
The detailed reporting and audit requirements under the registration system would
help to ensure that these tax concessions would not be subject to abuse.
It would be best not to allow deductions to candidates for campaign expenses.
Policing any such deduction regime would be difficult. It would also raise issues
about taxing any public funding received (see below).
Funding Transparency
A key aspect of the proposed political party registration system is to introduce a
public-record reporting system for registered political parties. This system would be
self-regulating to a significant degree because each political party would have access
to the public financial records of the other parties, while the EAC would be also be
conducting regular audits of registered political parties.
This is an intrusive regime, it is true. But, participation would remain voluntary.
Almost all parties should volunteer, however, because of the benefits which would
flow from registration including enhanced, direct public funding of political parties,
improved electoral information access, and possible taxation-related benefits.
Also, this revelation of information is in the general public interest. The more clear we
are about who pays what to whom, politically, the better informed the average voter
will be.
The Australian experience tells us that no anonymous donations (beyond a low, and
policed, threshold) should be allowed either to parties or to any associated entities.

Whether or not a political party registration system is introduced, the most obvious
loophole in the current candidate reporting requirements under Section 37 of the
ECICO needs to be closed. Candidates should have to reveal the substantive person
behind any donation rather than be able simply to report a donation from Political
Party A, as is currently the case.”
http://www.themercury.com.au/article/2012/11/13/365972_print.html

Tobacco donor ban closer
MATT SMITH | November 13, 2012 01.50pm
STATE legislation banning political donations from tobacco companies has moved one step closer.
An amendment to the Electoral Act, which would render the Tasmanian Liberals unable to accept political donations
from tobacco companies, passed the Lower House of Parliament this morning.
The amendment – branded "unconstitutional" by the Liberals -- will now move to the Upper House.
Greens health spokesman Paul O'Halloran said the move meant Attorney-General Brian Wightman had delivered on
a majority vote of the chamber more than a year ago in support of a Greens' motion calling for legislative reform.
"If political representatives want to encourage smokers to end their tobacco addiction then it's only appropriate for
political parties show leadership by ending end their addiction to tobacco company donations," Mr O'Halloran said.
"The community expects their elected representatives to walk the talk, particularly when Tasmania has the highest
smoking rate across Australia.
"A ban on big tobacco donations is just one aspect of our political donations reform package, and we will continue to
pursue for further necessary reform.
"We are confident the Legislative Council will support this progressive reform that will benefit Tasmanian health and
ease the burden on the health system."
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/03/mitt-romney-anti-smoking_n_2057840.html

Mitt Romney Crippled Model Anti-Smoking
Program In Massachusetts
Posted: 11/03/2012 10:16 am EDT Updated: 11/03/2012 10:30 pm EDT

WASHINGTON -- In the mid - 1980s, Massachusetts Department of Public Health official
Gregory Connolly began a seemingly hopeless campaign to end smoking in his state. He had no
full-time staff and a piecemeal budget. More people complained about his smoking cessation
clinics than attended them. If he wanted to check his effectiveness with his own colleagues, he
just had to get up from his desk and inhale.
"My building was filled with smoke," he told The Huffington Post. "Doctors, nurses smoked."
It was hard to see a public policy solution. At the time, nearly one-third of the state's residents
smoked, with little hope of kicking the habit. The U.S. Surgeon General affirmed in 1988 that
cigarettes were as addictive as heroin.
Still, Connolly, who worked out of the dental health division, kept chipping away, speaking out
at community forums, organizing with other health groups and buttonholing any member of
the state Legislature who would listen. In 1992, with a push from the American Cancer Society,
Massachusetts residents passed a ballot initiative to fund his smoking-prevention work through
an increase in taxes on cigarette sales. The tax generated $123 million that first year, of which
Connolly's program received $56 million.
Connolly invested the money in community programs, municipal grants to enforce laws against
selling cigarettes to minors, and lobbying to pass local bans on smoking indoors. If a resident
wanted to quit, the program offered free nicotine patches, counseling and a quitters hotline.
New initiatives were geared toward youth smokers and pregnant women. And the program
alarmed every Massachusetts resident, smoker and nonsmoker alike, with its ad campaign.
One ad featured a man showering with a hole in his throat. In another, a mother spoke just
before her death about what it might be like to say goodbye to her children and how she
struggled to breathe with her emphysema-wrecked lungs. In a third ad, a doctor squeezed a
deceased 32-year-old smoker's aorta like a tube of toothpaste until a mass of fatty deposits
squirted out.
In a short time, Connolly started to see dramatic reductions in smoking rates in Massachusetts
that far outpaced the rest of the country. The Massachusetts program was so successful that
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) used it as a national model. Dozens of other states put
Connolly's ads on TV. Even other countries latched onto the campaign, beaming the ads into
television sets as far away as Crete and Australia. They continue to serve as a model for public
service ads today.

"We had the cure for cancer," Connolly said. "It was the most exciting thing anyone could ever
experience. We achieved the impossible."
But 10 years into his crusade, Connolly met a tougher opponent than Big Tobacco: Mitt
Romney.
While Romney's signature achievement as governor was reforming Massachusetts' health
insurance system, axing cheap prevention in favor of pricey treatment was also a hallmark of
his tenure. Romney attempted to eliminate or gut programs providing hearing tests for newborns,
screenings for prostate and breast cancer, counseling for young parents, support for people
living with severe physical disabilities, and suicide prevention services. The Democraticcontrolled Legislature ultimately overruled him.
But before taking office in January 2003, Romney had promised the state's anti-smoking
advocates that he would increase funding to the tobacco-control program. Instead, he cut its
budget from $5.8 million to $2.5 million, far below what it needed to be effective. Romney
ignored the warnings of public health experts, while working to secure a tax cut for some of the
state's richest residents.
His efforts all but killed the program and serve as one of the most dramatic examples of his
preference for short-term political gains over long-term health care solutions. Romney has
continued this approach as the Republican nominee for president, vowing to repeal President
Barack Obama's health care reform law while insisting that emergency rooms provide effective
treatment for the uninsured.
"We expected Mr. Romney to come in and restore the tobacco program to its level for the past
10 years and make himself a national hero," said Connolly, now a professor at the Harvard
School of Public Health, where he directs the Center for Global Tobacco Control. "But he did the
opposite. ... We got the Marlboro Man."
SLASH AND BURN
The post-9/11 recession had hit Massachusetts hard. Connolly's anti-smoking program, with its
emphasis on prevention, became a fat target. Between taxes on cigarettes and the 1998
landmark settlement with tobacco companies over their deceptive marketing, the state was
raking in more than $570 million a year from Big Tobacco, some of which was intended for antismoking efforts. Nearly all of it, however, would be siphoned off to other programs. Romney's
predecessor as governor, Jane Swift, slashed the smoking-prevention program, from $33
million in 2002 to $5.8 million in 2003.
Tobacco-control advocates went looking for a savior and believed the 2002 governor's race would
produce one. A coalition of groups, including the American Cancer Society, Children's Hospital,
the Massachusetts Nurses Association and the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, put pressure
on Romney and his Democratic opponent, Shannon O'Brien, to pledge to restore the program's
budget.
"Despite $800 million in tobacco revenues, the governor has destroyed the state's tobacco
prevention program," the group wrote in a full-page ad in The Boston Globe. "To save our kids,
the next governor must restore it."
O'Brien agreed to restore funding to the anti-smoking program, and Romney appeared to do so as
well. In an Oct. 30, 2002, letter obtained by HuffPost, Romney campaign manager Ben Coes sent
the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids an explanation of his candidate's position.

"It is our view that it is a shame our state leaders mismanaged the budget so that worthwhile
programs have been cut," Coes wrote. "Mitt Romney's goal as governor will be to
fundamentally restructure government so we can restore funding for worthwhile programs,
including the tobacco control program."
At the time, anti-smoking activists did not know about Romney's close ties to the tobacco
industry. As HuffPost reported in October, after Romney took over as CEO of Bain & Co. in the
early 1990s, the consulting firm performed key research for Philip Morris that formed the basis for
a price cut on which researchers blame a dramatic rise in teen smoking. The firm also worked
with two cigarette companies to expand the Russian smoking market, making millions of dollars
in the process.
L. Scott Harshbarger, who labored over the tobacco settlement as Massachusetts attorney
general, said that Bain & Co.'s work with Philip Morris and British American Tobacco during
Romney's tenure as CEO would have been a major red flag for public health advocates, who
would have mobilized many of the state's political institutions against Romney.
"In Massachusetts in 2002, if you were in any way tainted as a tobacco advocate, it would have
been a major negative as a candidate," Harshbarger said. "It would have been a very tough
sell."
The advocates believed Romney was on their side. After he was elected governor in November,
the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids Action Fund announced that Romney's victory was "a win
for Massachusetts kids" and that the "outlook is optimistic" that the governor-elect would
reinvest in the anti-tobacco campaign.
After all, this government program, with its mix of civic engagement and cutting-edge methods,
actually worked. From 1992 to 2003, per capita cigarette consumption declined by more than
47 percent in Massachusetts, compared to 28 percent nationally, according to the Campaign for
Tobacco-Free Kids. The Boston Globe reported that between 1990 and 2002, the smoking rate
for pregnant women dropped 52 percent. The anti-smoking program also reduced lung cancer
death rates in the state by 9.5 percent and was responsible for a 31 percent plunge in heart
disease deaths, according to studies co-authored by Connolly that isolated the program's direct
effect on those conditions.
The program saved the state money, as well. A Massachusetts Institute of Technology study in
2000 found that the program reduced health care costs by $85 million per year. For every
dollar the state spent on Connolly's effort, it saved two dollars in treatment.
Despite the smoking-prevention program's benefits, however, it became one of Romney's top
targets as he worked to close the state's $1.2 billion budget deficit.
In his first year in office, Romney attempted to slash the program's budget further, to just
$1.8 million. Democrats in the state Legislature balked, overriding the governor and
preserving $2.5 million in funding -- which still represented a 57 percent cut. Connolly felt that
the program had been singled out: Its cut was deeper than others within the health
department.
Advocates like Connolly were "severely undermined," said Harshbarger. "Then-candidate
Romney had been all things to all people in this ... and all that a governor had to do at that
point to keep the program was to say, 'No, this is important to me,'" he explained.
Instead of restoring funds to the anti-smoking program, Romney chose to fight for a tax cut
for Massachusetts' richest residents. One of his first budgetary moves as governor was a capital

gains tax rebate worth $250 million -- enough to fund the tobacco-control program at the level
the CDC recommended for more than seven years.
Romney played hardball with the state Legislature on the tax rebate, instructing the
Massachusetts Department of Revenue to send notices to about 48,000 taxpayers who might be
eligible for it, thereby generating public support for the measure. In the end, about half of the
total tax payout went to just 278 wealthy taxpayers, The Boston Globe reported in 2005.
PENNY-WISE, POUND-FOOLISH
In contrast to the tax rebate, the cuts to the anti-smoking program had a minimal impact on the
state's fiscal crisis, representing just 0.2 percent of its budget shortfall. But the impact on the
health of Massachusetts residents was huge. With a budget of only $2.5 million, the program
had to back off its support of law enforcement, and cigarette sales to minors nearly tripled, from
minors buying cigarettes in a little over 8 percent of their attempts in 2002 to nearly 23 percent
in 2007.
Cheryl Sbarra, senior staff attorney for the Massachusetts Association of Health Boards, told
HuffPost that she and other advocates warned Romney's administration about the importance
of keeping the tobacco-control program intact. She said that she pressed the case personally
with then-Lt. Gov. Kerry Healey, who is now an adviser to Romney's presidential campaign.
Sbarra gained the impression that Healey didn't know how effective the program had been.
"She said in no uncertain terms, 'You need to show us the facts that cutting this program the
way it's been decimated has actually had negative outcomes,'" Sbarra recalled.
Sbarra organized compliance checks in 68 cities and towns that had lost funding for tobacco
control. Nearly everywhere they went, they found stores willing to sell cigarettes to minors.
"The rates of sale [when minors tried to buy cigarettes] were just astronomical," she said.
"Some were as high as 60 percent sales-to-minors rate."
All the cigarettes they bought, they showed to the administration. "We did what Healey
wanted, and it made no difference," Sbarra said. "It was like talking to a closed door whenever
we talked to the administration."
Neither Healey nor the Romney campaign responded to requests for comment.
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids reported that per capita cigarette sales in Massachusetts
actually increased in the third year of Romney's term by more than 3 percent, while they
declined nationally. And with sales to minors rising, smoking among the state's high school
students plateaued, after declining by 41 percent from 1995 to 2003.
As smoking stats in Massachusetts soured, the Romney administration sought to downplay
the importance of the tobacco-control program. A spokesperson for the Department of Public
Health told The Boston Globe in March 2004 that the "agency could not draw a direct link
between budget cuts and increased sales to minors." The spokesperson called the program a
"supplemental check" on retailers. "The responsibility for cigarette sales to teenagers rests at
the retailer's door," the spokesperson said.
The Globe's editorial board sharply criticized the cuts that same month. "Underfunding tobacco
control programs is a textbook case of penny-wise, pound-foolish. Every analysis of the state's
budget problems focuses on the accelerating increases in Medicaid," the board wrote. "But
smoking-related illnesses cost Medicaid about half a billion dollars a year. Skimping on tobacco
control now simply ensures that this cost will rise in coming years."

A year later, Healey admitted that the fight against youth smoking had been neglected. But she
defended the Romney administration. "We in truth are investing hundreds of millions into
health care for people whose health has been complicated by use of cigarettes," she said.
Public health advocates, however, portray Romney's emphasis on treatment rather than
prevention as closing the barn door after the horses have left.
"It was saving people's lives," Rachel Kaprielian, who as a Democratic state representative
argued for anti-smoking efforts, told HuffPost. "All the efforts were promptly reversed."
QUITTING TIME
Romney's dismal tobacco-control legacy as governor is mitigated by 2004 legislation banning
smoking in the workplace, including at restaurants and bars. The law made Massachusetts one
of the first states, along with New York and California, to end smoking in watering holes.
Dozens of states have since followed suit.
But Romney had little enthusiasm for the legislation, lawmakers and anti-smoking advocates
recall. Sbarra said that his administration essentially sequestered the state's public health
officials while the bill was pending. They were "hardly allowed to leave the building," she said.
"They weren't allowed to testify or talk to legislators about it."
Connolly, the state's leading public health expert on smoking, had testified 12 times before
Congress on the Massachusetts program before Romney assumed office. On his own time, he
had also traveled across the country, testifying in 19 state legislatures to persuade them to fund
their own tobacco-control programs. The vast majority of those states ended up adopting
similar efforts.
When it came time to debate the smoking ban, however, Connolly said the Romney
administration didn't let him testify for the bill. "He didn't want us involved in it," said
Connolly.
Connolly had spent the first year or so of Romney's governorship banging on the
administration's door with Sbarra and the rest of the anti-smoking advocates. He was shut out
of the budget process, no matter how many memos he sent up the chain of command, he said.
"At the height of the program we felt we had defeated Big Tobacco," Connolly recalled. "When
the cuts hit, it felt like Big Tobacco had defeated us." During the budget battles with Romney,
he learned of the governor's connections to Philip Morris. "You couldn't help but think that
the longstanding relationship of millions of dollars between Bain, Philip Morris and Romney
was the reason why," he said.
Connolly's own history with tobacco was very different. In the 1970s, he learned about
smoking's deadly effects firsthand while working at a hospital in the low-income section of
Boston where he had grown up. He handled the late shift in the respiratory care unit, treating
patients who were dying of emphysema.
"It's tough seeing someone die," he said. "They were basically drowning in that bed for two,
three weeks. ... These people are not being cared for by society, except treating their end
stages of addiction -- keeping them alive to suffer. ... They stayed with me my whole life. We
put those images on TV."
Then under Romney, his ad campaign had to be shuttered. "What was left [in the budget] was
not enough to put posters in high school gyms," Connolly said.
The final blow came in late 2004, when Connolly received yet another invitation to speak
before Congress at two different hearings. The Romney administration refused to let him go.

"He sent me a clear message," Connolly said. "It was my time to leave."
Connolly could never gain an audience with Gov. Romney. But, now, if he wanted to, he might
get Romney's attention with a neighborly wave. His old nemesis lives across the street from him
in Belmont, Mass. He has seen Romney on his front lawn, leaving the house in the morning or
walking to a car.
Once, Connolly ventured to say something to the former governor. "He walked into his house
as I approached him," Connolly remembered, "probably without noticing me."
From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: 05 July, 2012 08:00
To: 'ceo@ceo.gov.hk'
Cc: kevinzervos@doj.gov.hk
Subject: SCMP - time to reveal who is actually behind the filibusters ?

Clear the Air says: Lawmakers are supposed to represent the wishes of their constituents. We doubt
that blue collar workers in ShamShuiPo or Tin Shui Wai would be directing filibusters against
Audit Laws that would better the business environment. This means someone else is pushing these
political party actions from behind the scenes.
There is no such thing as a free lunch. In many first world jurisdictions all Political party donations
must be revealed so the public can see who is pulling the political party puppet strings and who
shapes their policies and agendas – it is high time Hong Kong had such Legislation. Lawmakers and
Exco members have to report their assets and incomes and it is disingenuous that political parties are
not required to do so. Would there be uproar if it was revealed North Korea was funding a HK political
party ? What is stopping this happening at present ?

Foes unite over audit crime bill
New law poised to pass after city's two largest political parties throw support behind it
Enoch Yiu
Jul 05, 2012

A law to hold auditors criminally liable if they fail to declare a company's accounting problems is set to pass
after the city's two largest political parties yesterday said they backed it.

The 2,000-page Companies Bill, being debated in the Legislative Council, aims to modernise the
outdated Companies Ordinances.
Accountants have been lobbying lawmakers hard in the past two weeks to remove the criminal
liability provision. But the bill is expected to be approved by Legco after the Democratic Party and
Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (DAB) told the South China
Morning Post (SEHK: 0583, announcements, news) yesterday they would back it.
"Although many accountants worry about the liability, there is a public interest so we support the
law change,'' said DAB legislator Starry Lee Wai-king, herself an accountant.

Paul Chan Mo-po, legislator for the accountancy sector, yesterday withdrew a proposed
amendment to the bill that would have removed the criminal liability provision. He told the Post he
will ask lawmakers to accept an amendment that accountants only face criminal liability if they
failed to make the declaration "knowingly" and not "recklessly'' as stipulated in the bill.
"I agree there is a public interest issue here. If an accountant knows about the problem and does
not make the declaration, they should face liability,'' Chan said.
Chan will still lobby lawmakers to vote down a provision that would make junior accountants liable.
He wants only qualified accountants who have signed the audit report to face criminal sanctions.
The bill means auditors will face prosecution if they fail to disclose financial irregularities. They
could also be punished for failing to declare if they were unable to obtain all the information
needed to resolve any discrepancies. If convicted they would face a maximum fine of HK$150,000,
but there would be no jail term.
Separately, the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) has proposed criminal sanctions, including
fines and jail terms, for sponsors of initial public offerings (IPOs) which fail in their due diligence.
Auditors and sponsors have come under the spotlight recently after several companies were found
to have accounting problems after listing.
The High Court last month ordered sport fabric maker Hontex International Holdings to pay back
more than HK$1 billion to investors for overstating its revenue and profit in the three years before
issuing its listing prospectus in 2009.
However, even with support secured for the bill, there is little hope of a quick resolution as three
radical democrats continue filibustering attempts to delay the vote.
"Our target is not the Companies Bill but we will make sure it will not be voted on until next week,"
said People Power lawmaker Wong Yuk-man.
Brokers have complained that the filibuster has hurt investors' interests.
"The law change will ensure accountants perform their duties,'' said Christopher Cheung Wah-fung,
chairman of Christfund Securities. "The lawmakers should abandon their filibuster."
The bill is already having an effect. Listed building materials distributor E. Bon Holdings said
yesterday its auditor Grant Thornton had resigned over two outstanding accounting issues in its
annual report.
enoch.yiu@scmp.com

Legco Bills Committee on Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes
(Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 2011
bc_01_11@legco.gov.hk
13th February 2012
Dear Members of the Bills Committee,
Please find herewith self explanatory information regarding the HKMA’s instruction to its
contractors to divest from all tobacco stock portfolio holding.
Since the MPF intermediaries are about to be subjected to a statutory control regime
please ensure that the prevention of unethical tobacco stock portfolio holding is included
in the intermediaries regulation and also forbid other unethical investing such as those
made in weapons’ manufacturers and the like.
http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr11-12/english/bc/bc01/general/bc01.htm
“Proposed statutory regime to control intermediaries.
JUSTIFICATIONS
Setting up a statutory Mandatory Provident Fund (“MPF”)
intermediaries regulatory regime
(a) The need to replace the existing administrative regulatory arrangements
with a statutory regime
21. At present, MPFA implements an administrative regulatory regime for MPF
intermediaries through its “Code of Conduct for MPF Intermediaries”. Under this
administrative regime, MPFA is the standard setter and registration authority whereas
HKMA, IA and SFC are, in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding signed
between them and MPFA, responsible as far as practicable for the day-to-day supervision of
MPF intermediaries who are also their own regulatees under the Banking Ordinance (Cap.
155), Insurance Companies Ordinance (Cap. 41) and SFO respectively.”
EMAIL TO MPFA and FSTB

February 8th 2012

From: James Middleton [mailto:dynamco@netvigator.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 16:34
To: 'frederickyu@fstb.gov.hk'; 'mpfa@mpfa.org.hk'; 'NancyWong@mpfa.org.hk'; 'AliceSCTang@mpfa.org.hk'
Subject: MPFA Trustees - investments in tobacco stocks must be divested to comply with the International ratified FCTC Treaty

Dear Mr Yu
Please see the self explanatory reply from the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.
The FCTC Treaty applies to ALL departments of the Hong Kong Government which has a
fiduciary duty to comply across the board and to instruct, as the HKMA has done,
the MPFA and its contractors to comply and divest accordingly.
Kind regards,
James Middleton
Chairman
www.cleartheair.org.hk

8/F Eastwood Centre - 5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong
Tel: (+852) 26930136

Fax: (+852) 26027153

chair@cleartheair.org.hk

www.cleartheair.org.hk

WHO Treaty Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3
FCTC Article 5.3
http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/article_5_3.pdf
4.7 Government institutions and their bodies should not have any financial interest in
the tobacco industry, unless they are responsible for managing a Party’s ownership
interest in a State-owned tobacco industry
4.10 Parties should not allow any official or employee of government or of any
semi/quasi-governmental body to accept payments, gifts or services, monetary or in kind
from the tobacco industry.
4.11 Taking into account national law and constitutional principles, Parties should have
effective measures to prohibit contributions from the tobacco industry or any entity
working to further its interests to political parties, candidates or campaigns, or to require
full disclosure of such contributions.
Yours sincerely,

James Middleton
Chairman
Clear the Air NGO

8/F Eastwood Centre - 5, A Kung Ngam Village Road - Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong
Tel: (+852) 26930136

Fax: (+852) 26027153

chair@cleartheair.org.hk

www.cleartheair.org.hk

